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Chalk marks on the Door of a first Door MUB ~;;;;m sno;. where a 66-year old Contord maii-
apparently fell after being wounded Friday nening. Cirlces are around spots of blood. (Dan 
Splaine photo) 
Man, 66, is found wounded 
By John OuUette 
A Concord man was found 
lying on the floor in a MU B 
bathroom Friday night with 
cuts on his face and hands, 
according to Capt. Roger W. 
Beaudoin of the UNH 
department of Public Safety. 
Norman J. Rocheville, 66, 
suffered ••superficial cuts on his 
face and hands,,, said 
Beaudoin. Rocheville was 
· taken by Durham ambulance 
to Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital where he was treated 
and released, said Linda 
Preston, a spokesperson for 
Wentworth-Douglass public . 
relations. She would not say 
when he was released. • 
Rocheville was found in 
room 102 of the MUB, a men's 
bathroom, at 8:40 p.m. Friday 
by two students, according to 
Beaudoin. He would not name 
them. 
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The two went to the games 
room of the MU B for 
assistance, according to Tom 
Soden, who was working there 
at the time and the third person 
on the scene. 
Soden said Rocheville was 
conscious, had cuts on the top 
of his hands, was bleeding 
through his nose and .. his face 
was cut up really badly." 
"He was lying on his side 
with his face turned mostly to 
the floor, ".Soden said. At first I 
thought it was a suicide." 
Soden said he found a razor 
in a urinal that. he described as 
"one of those old fashioned 
kinds that is long and opens 
up." 
Beaudoin confirmed the 
report of the razor and said he 
believed it belonged to 
Rocheville but said he is .. not 
INJURY, page 5 
Senate ready for 
Special tuition vote 
By Greg Flemming 
Students in Engineering and 
Computer Science programs 
might have to pay from $200 to 
$300 more than other students 
next year to help pay the 
expenses of those programs. 
If the Academic Senate 
approves the idea of a tuition 
surcharge for those programs 
next Monday, the Senate will 
send that recommendation to 
the Board of Trustees, said 
Gordon Haaland, vice 
president of Academic Affairs. 
Any surcharge money 
collected from students would 
go directly back to specific 
programs to pay for laboratory 
equipment, library purchases, 
and to hire more faculty, 
Haaland told the Student 
Senate Sunday night. 
A final decision by the Board 
of Trustees probably won't be 
made until June when the 
board decides what tuition will 
be for all students next year, 
Haaland said. 
A decrease in State funding 
to UN H and a high inflation 
rate over the past few years has 
made it difficult to pay for the 
expensive Engineering, 
Computer Science, and to a 
lesser degree , Business 
Administration programs, he 
said. 
"We have not been able to 
get State support to keep 
programs up to snuff," he said. 
Some "rather substantial 
program fees" were instituted 
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General Ed. courses 
revised for .fall 1984 
By Julie Hanauer 
Freshmen entering UNH in 
the fall of 1984 will be faced 
with a new set of general 
education requirement courses. 
courses are now bemg 
formulated by University 
departments, according to 
Gordon Haaland, vice 
president for Academic 
Affairs, and chairman of the 
University General Education 
Committee which is in charge 
of implementing the new 
courses. 
-three courses in biological, 
physical, or technological 
sciences with no more than two 
in one area. 
-one course each in another 
br!lnch science, historical 
perspectives, foriegn culture, 
fine arts, and masterpeices of 
literature and ideas. 
-two courses in social and 
philosophical perspectives. 
New courses are now being 
designed by the University 
departments to fill thes~. 
requirements. The U G EC is 
"visiting every department in 
A new combination of the University to discuss our 
courses-both new and revised expectations and find our 
old ones-will make up the specific problems and issues 
. final list of general education that the departments have,,, 
courses, said Paul Brockelman, · Brockelman said. 
vice chariman of the General A report issued by the u G EC 
Education Committee(UGEC). set guidelines for formulating 
In 1984 freshman and classes the new courses. The courses 
following them will be required · should "help each student 
to choose 11 general education become functionally literate in 
classes from about 50 to 100 various areas of learning at 
courses, Haaland said. UNH," it said. 
Students are now required to The courses should be 
take 12 courses from a list of designed "with the general 
350, Brokelman said. All of the student in mind, i.e., the 
350 courses having general student for whom this may be 
education designation will have his or her only formal 
to be reviewed and revised experience in the particular 
before they can be included in area of learning involved," the 
the final list. r~_port stated. 
If courses lose their general · 
education specification they 1t said the new courses must 
will probably still be taught, fill only one of the eight general 
Brockelman said. education requirements or 
The only courses already categories. 
approved for the new general Reading comprehension, 
education list are English 401 critical thinking, scientific 
and 501. They will fill the reasoning, library research, 
writing requirement. and problem-solving were cited 
· Students will ha•;e to take in the report as specific areas of 
classes in eight categories of concentration. 
courses. They are: Kimberly Blewett, a Student 
-one course in writing Senator and member of UGEC 
skills. said the guidelines of the new 
-one course in quantitative GEN ED, page 14 
reasoning. 
Male student found dead 
in College Woods Friday 
By David Andrews 
A 24-year old male student was found dead in College 
Woods Friday afternoon according to the UNH News 
Bureau. 
The student, Richard A. Cunningham, of Jaffrey, NH, was 
a junior enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts. His local 
address was 43 Madbury Road in Durham, according to 
Captain. Roger Beaudoin of the UNH Department of Safety. 
According to Strafford County Medical Examiner Frank 
Novice, the cause of death was asphixiation due to hanging. 
The death was ruled a suicide. 
Cunningham was found ·by a female cross-country _skier 
police said , three-tenths of a mile into College Woods off the 
upper entrance of Water Works Road. 
Cunningham was-taken to Brisson-Kent Funeral Home in 
Newmarket. His parents identified him Friday night, 
according to the UNH News Bureau. 
He was taken to Cournoyer Funeral Home in Jaffrey, NH, 
according to Roy Kent director of Brisson-Kent Funeral 
Home. 
Funeral services will be held today at the All-Saints 
Episcopal Church in Peterborough, NH 
PAGE TWO 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
Radio for nuclear -accidents 
PORTSMOUTH - Special radio arlnouncements will tell 
parents not to get their children at school in the event of a 
major nuclear accidents at the Seabrook nuclear project. 
The annou·ncements will be made · under plans being 
prepared for local towns, according to members of Seacoast 
Clamshell. 
The plan, prepared by the engineering firm of Costello, 
Lomasney, and deNapoli is intended to avoid confusion in the 
event of a serious accident. · 
Draft evacuation plans for cities within ten. miles of the 
reactor include broadcast announcements instructing the 
public to either do nothing, take shelter, o.r to evacuate to still 
unspecified locations. 
Students to protest in D.C. 
W ASINGTON D.C. - Thousands of U.S. students will 
protest and lobby on Capitol Hill next Monday to try to 
ensure the preservation of financial aid programs, to repeal 
the law tying student aid to draft registration, and to establish 
full enforcement of civil rights laws on campus. 
The annual event, sponsored by the National Coalition of 
Independent College and University Stud~nts, the National 
Organization of Black University and College Students, and 
the U.S. Student Association is a. way of amplifying a united 
student voice. 
"Our strength is in numbers and our ability to organize our 
peers on campuses across the country," USSA President 
Janice Fine said. Last year's Action find Lobby Day drew 
more than 7,000 students. 
Rudman cites military flaws 
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Senator Warren B. Rudman (R-
NH) told Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger that the 
failure of Pentagon personnel to correct flaws in methods 
used to purchase weapon systems has helped erode support 
for increased spending. 
Speaking at a Defense Appropriations Subcommittee last 
week, Rudman warned that popular and Congressional 
support "will further dissipate unless steps are taken to 
abandon costly and inefficient weapons systems." 
Rudman charged that the Army's "Viper" anti-tank rocket 
program, which is over cost, behind schedule, and no longer 
meets the threat it was designed for is a "microcosm" of the 
Pentagon's procurement problems. 
Secretary Weinberger acknowledged existing problems but 
said "the military procurement process has changed and there 
are a number of improvements we've put into it." These 
improvements include penalties for contractor cost overruns, 
' increased competition among defense contractors and 
increased monitoring of developing weapon systems. 
Trio to perform 
PORTSMOUTH - The Quantz Baroque Trio will 
perform at the Unitarian Church on State Street in 
Portsmouth on fv1:arch 4 at 8 p.m. 
The program will include works on Bach, and Rameau, · 
performed by Douglas Worthen, baroque flute, Bici Pettit, on 
the Viola de Gamba, and Larry Phillips on the harpsichord. 
Tickets for this program are available at the door. Call 868-
5026 for more information. 
Religious programs offered 
, RYE - A two night program, First Eucharist and Parents, 
will be taught by Fr. Tim Thibeault at the Rye Beach Precinct 
Building, next to St. _Theresa Church. The sessions will be 
held March 8 and March 29 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
On Tuesday, March 15 from 7':30-9:30 p.m. Thibeault will 
direct the second of the four-session workshop Jesus, -
Scripture and Jr. High for parents and catechists. 
Registration is still open for this workshop. 
Corrections 
• Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire may report 
them by calling News Editors Maggie McKowen or Barbara 
Norris or Editor Greg Flemming at 862-1490. 
Weather 
Today will be cloudy and windy with a chance of rain and 
highs in the 40s according to the National Weather Service in 
Concord. · 
More rain is expected tonight with lows of 35 followed by 
more clouds and rain on Wednesday. 
Eating disorders are increasing 
problem with female students 
By Patty Adams 
There has been an increase in 
the number of eating disorders 
on campus, in the last three or 
four years, according to · 
Cynthia Cote , a nurse 
practitioner at Hood House. 
The eating disorders that 
have become prevalent are 
bulimia and anorexia nervosa. 
These disorders usually affect 
only high school and college 
age women, but there have 
been cases of older women and 
male sufferers, said Cote. 
Anorexia. ncrvo::sa i::s a 
disorder which affects about 3 
percent of high school and 
college women, according to 
Sam Smith, UNH professor of 
animal science-s-. _ 
Smith has been working with 
Health Services and the 
Counseling and Testing Center 
to help women with eating 
disorders. 
Anorexia nervosa is 
deliberate self denial of food or 
an extreme preoccupation with 
weight loss which can lead to 
serious health problems and 
death, said Smith. 
Bulimia is an abnormal and 
guilt-ridden craving for food 
which leads to binging and 
purging. Purging is the point 
when the sufferer self-induces 
· vomiting or mi~uses laxatives 
to get rid of their "binge," 
according to Cote. 
Smith cited a study done in 
Great Britain and the U.S. 
which indicates 20 percent of 
high school and college 
students are bulimic. 
Five years ago, Smith dealt 
with his first case of anorexia 
nervosa at UNH. A technician 
he had been working with 
passed out because of her self-
imposed starvation. 
Smith said that eating 
disorders are .. increasing very 
CINDY COTE 
much so," on campus and 
throughout the wealthy 
nations. 
Smith said he sees as many as 
six girls a semester now. 
People who have anorexia or 
bulimia feel "desperate, 
frightened , and scared," said 
Cote. 
They are " ·extreme 1 y 
complex disorders," said 
:Smith. 
There are no simple 
explanations said Smith and 
Cote for either anorexia or 
bulmia. 
••Jt is more than just a 
medical, nutritional problem," 
said Cote. According to Cote, 
the psychological basis which 
leads to eating disorders are a 
big part of the problem. 
Some of the characteristics 
Smith and Cote see in the 
patients they treat are: 
-poor self-images 
-a feeling that others are 
controlling one's destiny 
-::suiving fu1 pc1fc~liu11 
-lack of communication in 
the family 
-desire to fit the societal 
image of being thin. 
To combat the rising eating 
disorder problems on ·campus, 
Health Services and the 
Counseling and Testing Center 
began a multi-faceted 
treatment program about three 
years ago, said Cote. 
Hood _ House does the 
primary care; the evaluation 
and management. Then, the 
Counseling and Testing Center 
provides _ psychological and 
emotional help, according to 
Cote. 
Once the girl is physiolgically 
balanced, she works with the 
counseling group • until she 
finds someone she can relate to 
as a friend, said Smith. 
He added, "To some of the 
girls, I'm a father figure" 
. "We sort out the basic 
problems and insecurities, and 
DISORDERS, page 6 
Skits will deal with 'Food Fright' 
By Patty Adams 
"Food Fright", a collection of skits ' and 
songs which dramatize women's obsessio·n 
with weight and body image, will be presented 
March 2 at 8 p.m. in the Granite State Room 
of the MUB. 
and their signs and symptoms, and to let them 
know how to get treatment,··. she said. 
In addition to the performance there will be 
a workshop-discussion open to the audience 
between the cast, staff from Counseling and 
Testing, Health Services, and the College of 
Life Sciences and Agriculture. This is an attempt to educate people and 
help to prevent an increase in eating disorders 
on campus and the community, said Cynthia 
Cote, UNH nurse practioner. 
T~e production will be performed by Susan 
Clements, Barbara Harrington and Gisele 
Litalien of Present Stage Productions, 
Amherst, Mass. The actors have had eating 
disorders of their own, said Cote. 
Cote said that the "Food Fright" program 
will be especially beneficial if doctors, 
counselors. psychiatrists, and families from 
the seacoast community attend. 
"It is societies problem; men and women 
make up society." she said. 
The performance ••is a different way of 
getting oeople t0 recogni7e eating d-isorders 
Tickets are $2 for non-students and are 
available at the MUB ticket office or at the 
door. 
Harassment forum not attended 
By Dan Landrigan . 
No one attended the Student 
Forum on the topic of sexual 
harassment put on by the 
Mortar Board last Thursday. 
According to Steve_n Abbott. 
the scheduled speaker, there 
-are several reasons people don ·t 
attend discussions of this 
nature. Sexual harassment 
Abbott said. '"is a threatening 
topic." 
The students have become 
desensitized to the shock of 
rape and sexual assault. said • 
Abbott and rather than face the 
problem it's "easier to ignore 
what's going on." 
Janet Jacobson, a spokes 
-woman for the Women's 
Center. said she was angry with 
the apathy shown on the part of 
the students. especially the 
women. by not attending the 
forum. 
"Women don't care until ·it 
effects them personally." said 
.Jacobson. 
.Jacobson also said she 
wasn't pleased with the 
response to the Sexual 
Harrassment and Rape 
Prevention (SHARP) work-
shops being h_eld in the 
dormitories. SHARP.formerly 
the Rape Task Force, 
operating from the Dean of 
Students Office. provides 
workshops to educate students 
about sexual assault. 
"We have very good turnout 
in the dorms." said Nancy 
Schroeder. a SHARP 
representative at the Dean of 
Students Office. 
Schroeder estimated 
between 15 and 20 people 
attend each workshop. She said 
each dormitory will have at 
1 east one w·o r k s h op t h is 
~semester. 
Although Schroeder 
couldn't provide any statistics 
concerning the number of rapes 
in Durham, she did say she 
knew of several and· that 
nationally only I in IO cases of 
rape e,·cr get reported. 
'~~·v•J-, -,,_ #'- .. • 
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New plan for Granite 
Advanced fee will be 
charged for yearbook 
, ~Hltlllf!IA•~·i'X·•;n·~;· ;/ .)® . ... ·~ 
Alexander Hall residents took out their pistols and donned their shades last week in 
, preparation for the dorm's game of" Assassin". The game, which assigns residents to "kill" each 
other in secret with toy guns, began last night at midnight. (Frank Rossito phot<;>) 
By John Gold 
Students who want a 
yearbook next year will have to 
pay a $6 advance fee to 
guarantee themselves one next 
fall. 
The subscription fee is part 
of next year's Granite budget of 
$60,100 passed by the Student 
Senate Sunday night. 
The advance payment was 
proposed to eliminate 
circulation problems which 
occured · this fall when the 
Gramte ran short of yearbooks. 
John Davis, editor-in-chief 
of The Granite opposed the fee, 
saying it would create 
additional problems. 
The fee would mean a delay 
in producing that year's book 
while the staff determined how 
MUB • • ki II d many books should be printed. - :nnn1-s rt contest cance e "It'_s not goiJ?g t~ guarantee 
. anythmg," Davis said. 
By David Andrews meeting. cancelled the contest and had Robert Kline, a senior, said 
A MU B Pub mini-skirt "I think it was ~asically a flyers printed announcing its The Granite ~hould supply 
contest planned for last case of the people m MUSO concellation. · every student with a yearbook. 
Thursday was cancelled advertising something they The advertisement which "It says in the Caboodle all 
Friday, Feb. 18 by Jeff Onore, didn't think all the way announced the cont~st also students who pay the Student 
director of student activities through," Onore said. had stick figure drawi~gs of Activity Fee are eligible for a 
and the Memorial Union As soon as he saw the BAN age 16 yearbook. That's not true," Building (M UB). advertisement, Ono re said he ' P Kline said. 
The contest was cancelled 
because "it's not the kind of' 
promotion we'd like to have," 
Onore said. 
The comest would • have 
given prizes to the shortest 
mini-skirts and free admission 
to mini-skirt wearers. 
According to Brenda Siegel, 
president of the Memorial 
Union Student Organization 
(M USO), the idea for the 
contest had been brought up 
dudng the Feb. 14 MUB Pub 
Board of Governor's meeting 
which was attended by Onore 
and other MUB Pub and 
MUSO members. 
"We spoke about it for a 
couple of minutes and there 
were no objections," Siegel 
said. "I think objections should 
have been made at the first 
meeting." 
D.C. editor visits magazine class 
By Judy Tayor 
Vivian Noble. an assistant 
editor for Washington. D.C.'s 
Smithsonian magazine 
discussed the process of 
reviewing and editing articles 
for magazines. 
Vivian Noble, a 1977 UNH 
graduate, addressed Professor 
Dona~d Murray's Advanced 
Nonfiction Writing class last 
Monday. 
Noble gave advice to 
students in the magazine class 
a bout the pro's and con's of 
successful magazine writing. 
She encouraged the students to 
submit queries while they are 
still in college for experience. 
She also warned that 
although the editor may accept 
that specific article he may not 
necessarily · accept any future _ 
publications from that 
particular author. 
"It was interesting how 
Noble would accept a well-
written article more than a 
research article," says Nora 
Nevin, a part-time graduate 
student, "'She seems to be 
looking for authority and a 
solid, factual article," she 
added. 
Professor Murray praised 
Noble's attitude towards 
reseaching a magazine article. 
He said the writer should know 
his subject thoroughly. 
Andy Merton, an English 
professor, asked Noble for any 
advice in regards to writing a 
magazine article. 
She responded by emphasiz-
ing the need to · update all 
material and keep the facts 
accurate to "keep out of 
trouble." 
Another UNH student who 
is a senior communications 
major, agreed with Noble. 
NOBLE, page 17 
Kline said he has not 
received a yearbook in the four 
years he has been at UNH. 
But Senator Kraig Gustaf-
son said the subscription fee is 
the best way to solve the 
problem. _ 
"The problems of The 
Granite will continue to exist 
until there is a subscription," 
Gustafson said. 
Senator Dennis Belluci cited 
sold-out SCOPE concerts and 
limited student publications as 
examples of how some students 
don't always get full benefits 
from the manditory Student 
Activity Fee. 
Kline argued these are not 
promised in the Caboodle. 
"You cannot compare it to 
SCOPE. Its a contractual 
agreement between the student 
body and the Student Senate, ... 
he said. 
Also Sunday night, the 
Senate passed a proposal to 
restructure the administration 
of the Programming Fund 
Organization (PFO). 
PFO is now controlled by 
Mark Boutot, president, a vice · 
president, a business manager, 
and a board of directors. The 
business manager position is 
currently vacant. 
According to Gustafson, 
Boutot does not have the time 
to put in the necessary hours, 
and Boutot agreed. 
"You have to get more 
people involved to increase the 
visibility of the PFO," he said. 
The restructuring plans for a 
four member board of 
coordinators combined with 
the current board of directors. 
According to Gustafson, this 
will allow PFO to increase its 
office hours. 
The PFO will also be 
controlled by the Student 
Activities Fee Council (SAFC) 
SENATE, page 6 
But Onore said he had no 
knowledge of the contest until 
he saw an advertisement for the 
contest in the Feb. 18th edition 
of The New Hampshire. 
Noble said editors look for 
proof of research and articles 
which are well-written. 
However, Noble said she 
favored a well written article 
more than a researched one. 
Research.she said. can always 
be obtained by an editor: 
AIESEC provides worldwide work 
He said he did not remember 
the topic of mini-skirt contests 
being discussed at the Feb. 14 
on Pokorny speaks 
global disarmament 
By Consuelo Congreve 
People of the Baha 'is faith 
believe there are three causes of 
war: religious prejudice. racial 
prejudice and economic 
injustice. 
Bos~on Globe reporter Brad 
Pokorny spoke on this topic in 
a speech entitled '"Wage Peace: 
A .Baha'i call for Global 
Disarmament.,. last Tuesday 
night. 
Baha'i is a religion originated 
in Persia in 1844, according to a 
. pamphlet distributed by 
Pokorny. It is based on the 
writings of Baha'u'llah, the 
founder of the faith. 
Pokorny said that there are 
four million Baha'is world-
wide. 
The UN H meeting in the 
MU B was sponsored by the 
Baha'i club of UNH, which 
holds talks every month. 
"Baha 'u'llah didn't just come 
and preach from a corner, he 
set forth a firm and concrete 
plan for disarmament and 
peace that Baha 'is are trying to 
put into action . ., said Pokorny. 
··1 won't talk about the 
dangers of a nuclear war. 
Everyone knows if there 1s a 
POKORNY, page 7 
By Patty Adams 
The International Associa-
tion of Students in Economics 
and Business Management 
(AlESEC) has been providing 
opportunities for students 
around the world to work 
overseas for the last .thirty-five 
years. 
LISA TREADWELL 
At UNH, the local AIESEC 
committee was founded in 1976 
as an independent study project 
by two students. AIESEC-
UNH now has over sixty 
members. 
According to AIES EC-
UNH President Amy Rapp, a 
senior business administration 
major, "AIESEC is a non-
political, independent, 
international organization." 
"It's a one-to-one exchange," 
said Rapp. UNH-AIESEC, she 
explained, goes to businesses 
around the area and sets up 
internships for foreign 
AIESEC members. In 
exchange, AIESEC-UNH 
members are eligible to go 
abroad. 
For example, if six area 
businesses agree to take on 
foreign students, six AIESEC-
UN H students can then apply 
to the international AIESEC 
committee and be matched up 
to a business in another 
country, said Rapp. 
Lisa Treadwell, a 26-year old 
UNH student worked in 
Iceland in 1981 as an AIESEC 
intern for a timber exporting 
company as an accounting 
assistant. 
Treadwell, who is a plant 
JCience major, says the 
international AIESEC 
committee ( called Congress) 
AIESEC, page 8 
AMY RAPP 
University Theater . Calculator is stolen; worth $85 
1982-83 Season Our 60th Anniversa,y presents 
<CAJM[{))fl]J])JE 
On Thursday, an employee 
of Kingsbury Hall reported 
that one Texas Instruments 
calculator had been taken from 
her office. The calculator is 
valued at $85.00. 
are scheduled to · appear in 
court on March 11. 
Morgan was charged with 
Disorderly Conduct resulting 
from firecrackers activating the 
fire alarm in Williamson Hall. 
Upon arrival it was observed 
that the window had been 
removed from its frame and 
thrown through the screen in 
the men's room on the second 
floor. 
-----------··, He was booked and bail was set *** 
Voltaire's satiric novel 
Adapted and directed by John Edwards Music by Lar,y Allen 
Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire Durham 
March 1--5 at 8 p.m. March 2 at 2 p.m. 
POiice NeWs j at ~:ooF::~y ·::ening, Public 
A visitor to campus using the Safety officers were dispatched 
UNH squash court reported to the MUB to administer aid 
that her knapsack had been to a subject with cuts on his 
stolen. Contents of the hands. Norm Rocheville, 65, of 
knapsack were . valued at Concord, N.H. was transport-
A case of Indecent Exposure 
was reported by a resident of 
Devine Hall on Saturday. The 
victim had been talking on the 
hall phone when she observed a 
male subject on the stairwell 
exposing himself. She reported 
this to the Resident Assistant 
who searched the area with no 
results. 
Previews: Februa,y 27 and 28 at 8 p.m. $ I 00.00. ed to the Wentworth-Douglas 
*** Hospital in Dover by the 
General: $4 Previews: $1 Early Friday morning two 
residents of Williamson Hall 
were arrested by Public Safety 
officers on the charges of 
Unauthorized use of Fire-
cr~ckers. Scott C. Goodrea.u, 
USNH students/employees/alumni, and senior citizens: $3 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
Dinner theater package-New England Center Restaurant 
19, and David M. Morgan_,J9, 
MUSO presents one of the finest 
musical-come_dies of all time .... 
SIN.GING IN THE RAIN 
Betty Comden and Adolph Green wrote this wonderful 
film about the time when movies were changing from 
silent to talkies. The songs range from the hilarious 
"Make 'Em Laugh" to the showstopping classic "Singin' 
in the Rain" solo by Gene Kelly. 
Complete 
with Frames 
and Lenses 
With Glass 
Lenses , 
With Plastic 
Lenses 
Thursday, March 3 
Strafford Room-MUB · 
Prescription 
Eyeglasses* 
Single Vision ST-25 or Rd. 
0 
Bifocals g 
$30 $40 
$30 $46 
One hour ser\'ice on man~· prescriptions. 
· Prt•s(•riptiom, filled. lenses duplicated. 
Executive Bifocals 
g 
$45 
$52 
· Custom lens tinting. repairs and adjustments. 
*Wide selection of men's, women's, children's, contemporary frames .. Tints, oversize 
and stronger prescriptions slightly extra. With designer and metal frames $10 more. 
ILUNETTE OPTIQUEI 
LICENSED OPTICIANS 
466 Central Ave., Dover 749-2094 
20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR -CITIZENS 
WILL NOT APPLY ON SALES & CONTACTS 
Durham Ambulance Corp. for 
treatment. 
*** 
Also on Friday evening, 
Public Safety officers were 
dispatched to Christensen Hall 
to administer medical aid to a 
subject who had a deep cut on 
his right hand. He was· 
transported to Hood House for 
treatment. 
*** 
Early Saturday morning, 
Public Safety officers received 
a report that someone had 
thrown a pane of glass from the 
second floor of Stoke Hall. 
*** 
Saturday night two non-
students were issued summons 
· for Illegal Possesion of 
Alcohol. Thomas W. Coburn, 
18. and John P. Beaudet, 18, 
both of Manchester, N.H. are 
scheduled to appear in Durham 
District Court on March 11 , 
1983. 
*** 
On Sunday, an employee of 
the university, Paul Creative 
Arts building reported the theft 
of a K ustom speaker form the 
theater. The speaker was 
valued at $100.00. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
of t_~e Memorial Union B_uilding, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hou~s : Monday - Fnda~ IO AM-2 PM ., Academic year subscription: 
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check t~eir ads the first _ day . The New Hampshire will in no case be 
respon_s1ble for typogra_ph1cal or other errors, but will reprint that part of an 
~dvert1~ement m which a typographical error appears, if notified 
1mmed1a~ely. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New 
H[!mpsh1re, 151 M UB, UNH . Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue 
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
1983 Treks 
HERE NOW! 
3 new 18-speed Touring Mode ls 
·1 new Triathalon Racing Bicycle very short W.B. 
Campy Equiped models at less then $ 1000! 
~ Stop and see all new models --
Savings on all 1982 bicycles 
Savings on Cannondale Equipment. 
' New Fugi at less than $200. 
DURHAM BIKE 
Hours: -M-F 12-5 
Sat. 9-3 
MAKING CAREER/LIFE 
DECISIONS 
Learn how to evaluate and improve 
your decision making 
Tuesday, March 1 
6:00-7:30 PM 
Hillsborough- Sullivan Room-MUB 
Program Sponsored By 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
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-----INJURY-----
100 percent sure." 
"We have to firm up some 
factors before we can release 
more details,·· he said. 
Beaudoin said the incident is 
under investigation. 
"Due to the nature of the 
injuries," Beaudoin said he 
would not put the injuries in the 
catagory of attempted suicide. 
He classified the incident as 
"medical aid rendered to an 
individual.•• 
According to Soden, 
Rocheville looked like he had 
been there for a while, because 
the blood on the wounds had 
started to dry. He said 
Rocheville kept saying he had 
been beaten. Beaudoin said this 
was ''not a bonafide 
complaint." 
Don Eva, a student who had 
been working in one of the 
darkrooms next door, said 
Rocheville argued with the 
police and said he didn't want 
to go to the hopital. 
"He (Rocheville) was pretty 
well out of it. He said he wanted 
to stay and listen to the music," 
Eva said. "He said that he knew 
who it was who hurt him.•• 
Soden said the blood was not 
in just one spot, making it look 
like Rocheville was standing 
and then fell. 
"He looked like he hit his 
head," Soden said. 
Beaudoin said Rocheville 
was not a student and "had no 
connections to the University 
that I know of .• , 
Eva said he had seen 
Rocheville "around 6 p.m., 
wandering the end of the hall 
(near where he was found).•• 
"It seems to me I've seen him 
before around campus," he 
said. 
Soden said he had never seen 
Rocheville before Friday night 
but said he did see him come 
down the stairs at 7:30 p.m. 
"I don't think he(Rocheville) 
did it to himself because of 
where the cuts were,•• Soden 
said. 
He said Rocheville was 
worried about his backpack. 
"He (Rocheville) didn't appear 
to have a lot of money," Soden 
said. "He looked like he had 
everthing he owned in the 
< continued from page 1) 
backpack." 
Jeff Onore, director of 
Student Activities in the MUB, 
said when he asked Beaudoin 
about the "stabbing", he was 
told that he couldn't really call 
it that. 
"If indeed these rumours are 
true," Onore said, "then it's an 
important thing. We're not 
used to these kinds of things 
happening in the MUB." · 
Are you completely 
happy with your face"? 
Is your skin as healthy looking as you 
would like? 
We have a skilled aesthetician to help you with 
your skin. 
Is your skin dull, ruddy, 
looking? 
Maybe a sloughing is what you neeed to make 
your skin baby soft. 
Is your skin thickened dull and dry? 
a retexurizing mask would make a noteable 
, r· difference in your appearance. 
. Does your makeup flatter your gootl 
. '. points while hiding your bad points? 
· { our aes~etician has studied with leading 
~ makeup artists. . --· 
Are your eyebrows shaped to 
maximise your eyes? , 
this simple procedure can make a big difference 
in the way you look 
Have our aesthetician help you with 
these and any other skin or make up 
problems you ~ay have: 
European facials * eyebrow waxing * eyelash 
coloring * lip waxing * theraputic masks and 
treatmen.ts * bikini waxing 
makeup lessons & applications. 
1,,,,.,c,, 
0---s...,._.c-.o....,N.H . 
.... 7lt.1 
Introducing 
The Bottom Drawer 
Prestigious name brands made for catalogues 
40% to 60% off 
Cotton Sweaters 
$15-$20 
Cotton Blouses 
$16-$21 
Cotton Skirts 
$20-$24 
\ ~ 
* Polo 
* Ta/bots 
* Carrol Reed 
Don't be 1111 out on soring fashions· 
Marshall's Mall Portsmouth Hours 
Mon-Fri. /0-8 
Sat. /0-6, Sun. 12-5 
CALEIDAR 
TUESDAY, March I 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Pdnce: Talc of 
Gcnji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Monday-
Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.: Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.: Saturday and 
Sunday 1-5 p.m.: closed Friday and University holidays. Through 
March 9. · 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: Becoming Involved In 
Feminism. Panel discussion coordinated by the Women's Center. 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room. Memorial Union . . 12:.30-2 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Candide. Voltaire's satiric novel 
adapted and directed b)' John Edwards: music by Larry Allen. 
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts. 8 p.m. General $4: UN H students and 
employees senior citi1ens $.3 . Through March 5. 
UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: David Seiler. director. 
Granite State Room. Memorial Union. 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, March 2 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: Talc of 
Genji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March_ 9. 
NEW OLD CINEMA: .. Dance Girl Dancc."Sponsored by MUSO. 
Room 110. Murkland. 7 p.m. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL:,.,, . Muinc. ricld llou:,c, 7.JO p.111. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Candide. Johnson Theater. Paul Arts. 
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Matinee school groups $I. Through March 5. 
PRESENT ST AGE PRODUCTIONS: Food Fright. A collection 
of skits and songs dramatizing women's obsession with weight and 
body image. Sponsored by Division of Student Affairs and School 
of Health Studies. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. 8 p.m. $2 
for non-students. Tickets available at the Memorial Union ticket 
office or at the door. 
THURSDAY, March 3 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: Tale of , 
Genji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Through March 9. 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: .Japanese Woodblock 
Prints of the Floating World. Miyoshi lkawa. bio-chemistry 
department. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. Paul Arts. noon. 
MONEY MANAGEMENT LECTURE: Money Management: 
Investments and Retirement- It's Never Too Early to Start Planning. 
Candace Palangi from Smith Barney. Boston: and Deborah Smiley 
from Merrill. Lynch. Pierce. Fenner. and Smith Inc .. Concord. 
Faculty Center. 4 p.m. For more information call LeaAnn Burr. 862-
1468. 
MUSO FILM: "Singing in the Rain." Strafford Room. Memorial 
Union. 7 & 9:.30 p.m. $ I or season pass. 
UNIVERSITY TH EATER: Candide . .Johnson Theater. Paul Arts. 
8 p.m.Through March 5. 
MUB PUB: The Stampers. Memorial Union.8 p.m.UNH ID/ proof 
of age re4uired. General $4.50: students with UN H ID $.3 .50. Tickets 
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office. 
FRIDAY, March 4 
10TH ANNUAL UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL CLINICS: David Seiler. 
Festival chairman. Paul Arts and Memorial Union. For more 
information call the music department. 862-2404. 
UNIVERSITY TH EATER: Candide. Johnson Theater. Paul Arts. 
8 p.m. Through March 5. 
Nightly Spe~ials at 
THE CAT NIP 
Thursday: 
PUB 
Monday: 
Homemade Lasagna 
Sal<\d/ Garlic Bread 
$2.95 
Tuesday: 
Pizza Nite 
$ I off all Pizzas 
Wednesday: 
Spaghetti Nite $2.50 
Salad/ Garlic Bread 
Round the Menu Specials Nite 
·Friday: 
P&P Nite 
Buy a Pizza and get a Pitcher for $1 
.a ... 
Tt-lf~ :NE~ ~A .. M.f~$H~ij~ T,l)ES(3,A..Y., :Mf.RC_H 1,;:,19?;3 
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NOTICES· 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
MEN & WOMEN'S SWIM MARAT"i-lON: 
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Now through 
March 6. Field House Swimming Poo('during 
open recreation swimming. Awards for team and 
individual winners. No pre-registration is 
necessary. Participants must check in and out with 
the lifeguard on duty. 
CAREER 
RESUME W~ITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by ~areer Plan~ing_ & Placement. Written job- -
gcttmg communicat1on techniques. Wcdnesdav. 
March 2, Forum Room. Library . 6 p.m. -
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. 
Students lc~rn ho_w they arc _coming across during 
on-~ampus mterv1cws on a f1rst-comc1 first-served 
basis. Thursday. March J. Room 20J. Huddleston. 
I :JO to 4:J0 p.m. 
RES~ME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement. Students receive feedback 
on final d r aft 11.:.,unH; :, l111 a fi, :,t-1.u1111. , fi1 :,t-:,1...1 vt:ll 
basis. Friday. March 4. Room 20J. Huddleston. 
I :JO to 4:J0 p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
MORTAR BOARD MEMBERSHIP: Any 1984 
graduate with a G.P.A. of J.25 or bighcr may pick 
up an application in Room 126. Memorial Union. 
Applications due March 4 at 4· p.m. 
MORTAR BOARD BOOK SALE . CHECK 
RETURNS: Checks not already picked up arc 
available by contacting Lesley H iscoc. 2-1659 or 
Beth Sampson. 2-2872 bv March I. No checks will 
be returned after this date. . 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 1 A.S.C.E. SPEAKER: 
Thomas 0. Currier. N.H. Dept. of Public Works 
and Highways. will speak on the state's 
construction division and the construction in the 
Franconia Notch area. Tuesday. March.I. Room 
JII. Kingsbury. I p.m. -
RECREATION AND PARK SOCIETY 
MEETING: Members. majors and anyone 
interested in Recreation and Parks as a possible 
major arc welcome. Discussion of programs and 
policies for spring semester. Tuesday. March I. 
Forum Room. Library. 9 p.m. 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP MEETING: Tom Hawkes will speak. 
Wednesday .. March 2. Merrimack Room. 
Mcmo~ial Union. 6:J0 p.m. 
NHOC ALPINE CLUB MEETING : Important 
meeting to discuss spring break plans. Wednesday, 
March 2. Alumni Room, New Hampshire Hall. 7 
p.m. 
CHESS CLUB MEETING: Second Tournament 
of club championship cycle. Anyone may play. 
Wednesday. March 2. Room SJ. Hamilton Smith. 
7 p.m. 
CAM-PUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Tuesday 
Night Live: Secular Humanism. Wednesday. 
March 2. Room J 12. McConnell. 7 to 8:JO p.m. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING: Thursday. 
March J. Room 104. Conant. 12:30 p.m. 
AIESEC MEETING: Open to all majors. 
Thursday. March 3. room 212. McConnell. I p.m. 
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING 
WEEKLY MEETING: Thursday. March J. 
Forum Room. Library. 7 p.m. 
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING 
LECTURE: Keys to Leadership and Effective 
communication. Thursday .. March J. Room J07. 
Horton Social Science. 7:J0 p.m. 
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Monday. March 7. Room 218. 
McConnell. 7 p.m. 
. COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee arc listed 
below. Rcgistr~tion is required. Call 862-J527 or · 
stop by. Room 2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USN H pcrsoRncl. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated . 
MONTHLY USEWS MEETING: Speaker: 
President Evelyn Handler. Topic: "'Computer 
Services at UN H - Looking Ahead". Thursday. 
March J. Forum Room. Library. 12:J0 to 2 p.m. 
INTERMEDIATE 1022-1.2: Covers additional 
features of the System 1022 program. including 
handling multiple files. creating formatted reports. 
and writing simple PL I 022 programs. Sessions: 2. 
Prerequisite: Beginning 1022. Monday. March 7 
and Wednesday. March 9 from 2 to 4 p.m. Fee: $4. 
INTERMEDIATE SOS- 1.2: Focusc~ on the more 
extensive features of this editor such as the backup 
process. page handling. advanced text editing and 
handling special characters . Sessions: 2 . 
Prerequisire: hcginning SOS. Tuesday. March 8 
and Thursday. March 10 from 2 to 4 P:m. Fee $4. 
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT COUNSELING AND 
TES!ING wq~KSHOP: "Food Fright." Songs 
& ~kits dramat111ng women's obsession with food. 
we1g~t ~ body image. Wednesday. March 2 . . 
Granite State Room. Memorial Union. 7 to 9 p.m. 
GENERAL 
ALCOHOL PROBLEM COUNSELING : 
Sponsored by Health Education. Health Services. 
Hood House. lndividaul consulations arc 
available by appointment. For more information. 
call Steve Dieteman. 862-1987 . 
WOMEN'S CENTER BUSINESS MEETINGS: 
All interested students are welcome to come to our 
meetings and find out what the Women's Center is 
about. Tuesday. Women's Center. Memorial 
Union. 7:30 p.m. 
ANTHROPOLOGY / ARCHEOLOGY CLUB 
_MEETING & FILM: Tuesday. March I. Meeting 
in Room 425.Horton Social Science Center. 7:J0 
p.m.: film "'Trobriand Cricket: An Ingenious 
Response to Colonialism" in Room 201. Horton 
Social Science. 8 p.m. 
LIFE SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE 
CAREER DAY: Sponsored by Alpha Zeta-LS&A 
honors fraternity. Students arc invited to come and 
talk with representatives from 20 different 
companies and organizations about future careers. 
Information will also be available concerning 
- graduate and vet schools .. summer jobs and 
occupational education . Friday. March 4. 
Strafford Room. Memorial Union. 11 a.m. to J:J0 
p.m. 
CONTRA DANCE: Blackwater String Band. 
Sponsored by Fireside Program and Outdoor 
Education Program. Saturday. March 5. New 
Hampshire Hall. 7:30 p.m. Admission: $2. 
RAPE AWARENESS WORKSHOP: 
Information & discussion session on rape. sexual 
harrassment. assertiveness and communication in 
relationships. _Sponsored by S.H.A.R.P. Tuesday. 
'March I. Mam Lounge. Christensen. 8 p.m. 
BROWN BAG LUNCH ' SEMINAR: Sexual 
abuse of children. Sponsored by Counseling 
Pro~ram_._ Presentation and , discussion led by 
· David Fmkelhor. Assistant Director of Family 
Violence Program.' Wedncsday. March 2. Room 2. 
Morrill. noon to I n.m. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE .INTEREST MEETING: 
Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice 
Educators and the upcoming NEACJE New York· 
Convention will be discussed. Plans will be drafted 
for an honorary fraternal organization . Thursday. 
March 3. Room 439. Hortop Social Science. 7:30 
.m. 
Become a full fledged participant on the "SORLANDET" during the summer of '83. 
~ -sou':~n;:;;:;N-;;RNATIONAL 
19 MIik Stteet, Boston, MA 02109 Jel. 617-338-2167 
. . ............ .. ... ,. .... ~--
--DISORDERS--
<continued from page 3) 
!hen work to ge~ at the b~sic cases are Gompletely cured, 50 
issue of what s bothering . percent continue with some 
them<' said Smith. kind of eating disability for life. 
Smith says he spends a and around 10 percent lead to 
couple hours each week fatalities. 
working with the girl, which he 
says is sometimes dangerous. 
"After treatment, you have to 
cut the umbilical cord," he said. 
The rehabilitation process 
for an anorexic or bulimic is a 
"slow, steady process with no 
instant miracle cure," said 
Cote, "unless we change our . 
whole world." 
In the study of anorexics in 
the U .S and Great Britain that 
Smith cited earlier, it was 
found that 30 percent of the 
At UNH Cote says, "We've 
finally got a concise treatment · 
plan, (but) more than that we 
should have a prevention 
plan." 
Cote says there has been a 
marked increase in the number 
of people who have sought 
treatment for their eating 
disorders. But she "suspects 
there's a lot of people still out 
there with unhealthy anorexic 
and-bulemic behavior." 
---SENATE---
( continued from page 3) 
and the Student Senate. 
The PFO is now responsible 
for funding about 80 
organizations like the -Outing 
Club, the International 
Student Association, and the 
Also Sunday night, the 
Senate: 
Ski Club. 
WHITEHOUSE 
OPTICIANS 
INC 
-approved the budget for 
Cool-Aid, for $3,930. 
-approved the budget for 
SCOPE, for $40,190. 
-approved the budget for 
The New , Hampshire, for 
$13,687. 
-approved the budget for 
the Memorial Union Student 
Organization (MUSO), for 
$62,395. 
-approved the budget for . 
PFO, for $16,675. · 
CROSSWORD 
ANSWERS 
repairs 
eyeglasses 
for you. 
■ c 
C L 
RA 
HA 
I p 
V I 
D S ICESlffl 0 N MAMA RUN 
N E P R I N C E S S 
A R E N A E u p GO ES-
GA S G u z Z L E R ■ T I L T 
E AS Ti~ ■ D I E 
M U C I L A G E S 0 N E N D 
AR E N 0 T S T 0 N E D 
CA NA ffl D E N T I S T R Y 0 N o ■ EN E E 
N 0 T E ■ R A Z Z M AT AZ Z 
-A V I ARY AM A L 
742-1744 tiltilESTEM R E S I ILE s E I N S E 
A R T S E D E N 
5C 
PHOTO COPY 
SPECIAL 
8 1/ 2 X 11" • CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450 
·Young's 
Restaurant 
-an.d 
Coffee Shop 
Durham's 
Family Oriented 
Restaurant 
48 Main St. 
Following specials serv.ed 
from March 22 thru March 8 
2 Griddle Cakes-Sausage Patti-1 egg-coffee 
or tea-$ 1'. 79. 
Small Juice-2 muffins (our own)-tea or 
coffee-$1 .25, 
Luncheon and Dinner specials 
Tuna-Tomato-Cheese melt-$1.49 
Breaded Pork Cutlet Dinner-Salad-Veg-Roll-
$2._85 
I E 
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C T 
s ■ 
I~ •. 
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-----POKORNY---- RESUME! 
• war. UNH will not exist because it is close to Pease Air Force Base," he said. 
·•1t strikes me how little 
people pay attention when the 
threat of war hangs over their 
heads." said Pokorny. 
Pokorny quoted Winston 
Churchill and Albert Einstein 
several times. 
Einstein was gravely 
concerned about peace and 
atomic weapons, Pokorny said. 
To gain intern at ion a 1 
disarmament. the Bahai's 
believe that there is a need for 
world government. 
•·in Baha'i writings 
nationalism is another form of 
prejudice," said Pokorny. 
In 1963 Baha'is elected nine 
people to a •·universal House 
of Justice. 
••The body was the first 
(contiriued from page 3) 
democratically elected world 
body ever," said Pokorny. 
••The key thing is that one of 
the best hopes for world peace 
is to have a religion. because 
religions have the power to 
change hearts and minds," he 
said. 
Baha'i has the greatest effect 
because it's more recent and in 
tune with the times." said 
Pokorny. 
He cited the Baha 'is views 
towards women as an example. 
•·The Baha 'is believe that it is 
very important for women to 
gain equality with men. They 
believe women should be 
educated before men because 
as women gain more equality 
and powerful positions. they 
would be less inclined to make 
war and send their children to 
war." he said. He added, 
~ Brandeis 
'5, An Educational Adventu~e 
.._ May 31 · July 1 • July 5 • Aug 5 
(I) 
E 
E 
:::J 
U) 
• Undergraduate and Graduate Courses 
• Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural 
Sciences. Computer Sciences and Fine 
Arts 
• Theater Arts Program 
• Premedical Sciences Program 
• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies 
• Archaeological Field Research in Israel 
Small classes taught by Brandeis Faculty 
Suburban campus close to the excitement 
of Boston/Cambridge 
Information, catalog and application 
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL 
Waltham, MA 02254 617-647-2796 
Happy Birthday 
Martha! 
••women by .intuition are more 
inclined to peace." 
I Campus Copy 
868-2450 -
How to have class between classes. 
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
Available at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
OIIIIRAl-
~ .General Foods Corporation 1983 ---
UPCOMING IN THE 
MUBPUB 
Secon4 ~mtn 
Main St Newmarket N H 
Tues Fri 11 5 30 Sat 10 4 
659-5634 
I 
• 
HU 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
w~-fhe, ~ 
ro+j, ~~~ ihc ~I. 
rt) 
' -
3rd 
4th 
6th 
THE STOMPERS Rock N'Roll 
S.T.V.N. Movies Starwars & Star Trek 
T.A.S.T.E. & THIN ICE 
NOW SOUND EXPRESS. 
Doors open at 8:00 student and proper ID required. 
~ 6~ . . 
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RESUME'S 
ELECTRONICALLY 
TYPED 
-----AIESEC-----
Plus: -
25 Copies 
25 Envelopes 
25 Extra Sheets of Paper 
Selection of Paper 
and Envelopes 
$15 
Single Copies also made 
RON GARY 
Durham Copy 
JENKINS COURT 
DURHAM, N.H. 03824 
Open Saturdays 
868-7031 
Low Cost Film 
Processing 
at 
Town and Campus 
12 exp. Kodacolor 1.99 
24 exp. Kodacolor 4. 79 
36 exp. Kodacolor 7.97 
PROMPT and EFFICIENT service 
by Berkey Photo 
We have a very large selection 
of photo and calculator 
batteries 
Town and Campus 
Main St. 
Durham, NH. 03824 
868-9661 
meets yearly in Brussels, 
Belgium from Feb. 25 to March 
5. It tries to match the student 
" with the best country and job 
for his or her skills. 
"It's aimed at getting a 
temporary employee," she said. 
Treadwell encourages people 
to get involved in AIESEC. 
"No matter what your major 
is, business is a benefit to 
anyone," she said. 
Rapp said, "We want to 
impress upon students that 
(continued from page 3) 
there is a benefit they can get 
out of this, not just the obvious 
one of going abroad." 
Employers participating in 
the AIESEC program pay an 
administrative fee of $600 for 
each intern ($300 for non-profit 
institutions), according to an 
AIESEC brochure. 
The companies are also 
responsible for paying a living 
stipend of$ I 75-$300 per week, 
according to Rapp. 
AIESEC makes the rest of 
CARE ABOUT 
EYE CARE 
\!embers 
American Optometric 
Association 
For the Hi!(hest Quality 
Contact Lenses and 
Vision Care 
Dr. Alie and Dr. Menard 
476 Central Ave. 
Dover, N. H. 03820 
603-742-5719 
Jenkins Court 
Durham, N. H. 03824 
603-868-1012· 
ATTENTION: 
We have several openings 
for clerk/ drivers for the 
current semester. 
If interested, please 
contact Mary Wahl. Call 862-1530 
or stop by_ Health Services 
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO YOUR 
UNIFORM 
The insignia of an Air Force nurse can mean a lot to you ilrl<l 
your future. It shows that you 're part of the Air Force Nurse 
Corps. A member of one of the most efficient health care teams 
in the world. It si~Jnifi<>s you are an Air Forn.> officn with tlw 
r<'sponsihility and prestige of a l<'adership position. It i11dic.1f<•s 
you're <>n the trnck towc1rd good pay c1nd almost unlimited educa-
tional opportunities. If you're a nursin!J professional or cihout to 
compl<>t<> your nursin!J {•duciltion. why not considPr /\ir Forn· 
nursinq ilS p;nt of Y(){JH futun'! From tlw <lily you'r<• commis-
siorH'cl. you'll r<'ct>i\1(' tlw pay--.md ildv.mfil!WS of an /\ir Force• of-
ficc•r. Consid<>r your uniform and our futun•. Tlwn milk" it vo11rs. 
;\I H F O H < T N l lH S I N (; .- .I\ (; H F /\ T \Al I\ Y O F1 1.11 ·T .. 
CONTACT: MSgt _Neil ,Mayo (603) 431-5462 
For ROTC Information: . Capt E.F. Fortier 
(603) 862-1480 
the arrangements for the 
intern-trainee, she said. 
In Treadwell's case, she was 
paid about $800 a month in 
U.S. currency for her three 
months in Iceland. This 
allowed her to travel and live 
comfortably, she said. 
This year, AIESEC-UNH 
has arranged six traineeship-
exchanges with area business-
es. Congolium in Portsmouth 
has agreed to take two trainees 
from abroad, said Rapp. 
"We have a group waiting to 
hear form Congress if they're 
going (abroad)," said Rapp. 
Treadwell has applied for 
another internship as her post-
graduate year this summer. She 
says 'TH go anywhere. There's 
tremendous amounts to gain 
and learn.·• 
Al ES EC wc15 origina.lly 
founded with 7 European 
countries in 1943 for the 
purpose of bringing Europe 
into harmony, said Rapp. 
"There are now 54 partici-
pating countries," she added. 
The program came to the 
United States in 1958 
beginning at Columbia 
University, said Rapp. 
"It's like an international 
core of managers," she 
explained. "Here's a chance to 
implement all the theoretical 
stuff you've learned" in the 
international business world. 
One past AIESEC-UNH 
president, senior Denise 
Westcott, was just hired by 
AIESEC to be on the National 
Marketing staff, said 
Treadwell. "It's worthy of 
being noticed," added 
Treadwell. 
AIESEC-UNH president 
Rapp invites people interested 
in the program to come down 
to the office in Room 5, WSBE 
basement. 
"We want everybody; not 
just on the business level. We 
want motivated people," said 
Rapp. 
"It's a positive experience all-
aroundt added Treadwell. 
The next meeting will be held 
March 3rd at 12:30 in 
McConnell room 212. New 
members are welcome. 
Forrelief 
of dull panes. 
Hang Glassmasters' hand-made 
Art Glass in your windows. The rich 
colors of our butterflies, birds, 
racing yachts and more won't fade. 
We guarantee them for 50 years. 
We're in fine gift stores every-
where. 
Come see how beautiful panes 
can be. ·· 
t 
:lite leJ Cwpel 
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
:,(i M,1111 Si ll' l' f D111 11, 11 11 
868-7021 
The Student Senate is now accepting 
applications for: 
Judicial 
Affairs 
Chairperson 
-A paid position 
-· -A chance to get involved with a 
Student organization 
Applications available in Student 
S~nate Office MUB Room 130 
Applications due / Thursday March 3 
Wed., March 2 - Sat., March 5 
Where Else Can A Family Of 4 
Eat A Full Meal For ... 
UNDER ·$ 10.00? 
.All families, large or small, will enjoy 
their choice of Reg. Roast Beef, 
Chicken or Turkey Sandwich. Buy 
one at regular price, get the second 
one for ½ Price. 
Add to that Small Fries and a Small 
Drink and you've got good, hot food 
at a price families can afford. 
Small Soft 
Drinks Just 
25e 
If you passeq up Army ROTC 
· during your first two years of 
college, you ~an enroll in our 
2-year program before you start 
your last two. 
Your training will start the 
summer after your soph~more year 
at a six-week Army ROTC Basic 
Camp. 
It'll pay off, too. You'll earn 
over $400 for attending Basic Camp 
and up to $1,000 a year for your 
last two years of college. 
But, more important, you'll 
be on your way to earning a 
commission in today's Army-which 
includes the Army Reserve and 
Army National Guard- while you're 
earning a college degree. -
ARMYROte. 
.___---BEALL YOU CAN BE. · 
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Editorial 
The proposal needs Specifics 
Engineering program. A proposal for differential tuition 
charging students in expensive programs of 
study more than other students - needs to -be 
re-worked if the Academic Senate wants to 
approve it. 
The idea makes sense. Since some programs, 
like Engineering and Computer Science, cost 
far more than'other areas of study, students in 
those programs should pay more. There's no 
reason why a student seeking a degree in 
Liberal Arts, who won't get any of the benefits 
of a degree in Engineering, should pay for the 
costly laboratory and faculty expenses of the 
But by simply supporting the idea of having < 
an extra tuition surcharge for so:qie students, 
the Academic Senate will leave some questions 
unanswered. If the Senate wants to send a 
recommendation to the Board of Trustees, 
then administrators, faculty, and students 
should send some guidelines with that 
recommendation. 
their money during their freshman and 
sophomore years? What about students who 
transfer into and out to the programs with 
surcharges? 
There will also be a large cost to process 
financial aid for students paying a different 
level of tuition. Will this expense be paid for 
with money collected under differential 
tuition? 
For example, the Senate should decide 
whether students should pay the surcharge -
which could be as much as $300 a year - all 
four years. Will students get the benefits of 
The idea of a surcharge for expensive 
programs makes sense. But a recommendation 
without specifics forces the. Board of Trustees 
to design the tuition charges with little input 
from faculty and students. 
Letters 
Sigma Beta 
To the Editor: 
I wotild like to respond to a 
letter which was printed on Friday 
Feb. 25. Being President of Sigma 
Beta rm fully aware of everything 
that goes on at the house and I can 
personally say that there wasn't 
anything close to a fight. never . 
mind a "beating" at our party on 
Friday Feb. 18. Frankly. I would 
have to say that everything stated 
was an out-right lie. I was present 
for the entire length of our party 
and would have known about such 
a "beating". The brothers· of Si_gma 
Beta are responsible enough to 
stop any kind of a fight which 
might happen to break out during 
one of our parties. 
As for the person who submitted 
this letter I can't understand her 
purpose. Does she have some sort 
of personal vendetta against Sigma 
Beta or Fraternities'? Whatever her . 
problem I wish she would speak 
the truth. 
Stephen L. Knollmeyer 
President 
Sigma Beta Fraternity 
• 
To the Editor: 
Last Friday's The New 
Hampshire carried a letter to the 
editor which described an incident 
that supposedly occured at Sigma 
Beta Fraternity during their 
Happy Hour the week previous. I 
was at that same function with four 
friends who were interspersed 
throughout · the crowd. Not 
surprisingly, we at no time saw an 
incident which even vaguely 
resembeled the scene Lisa Beth 
Sanford dreamed up. Apparently, 
under the influence · of alcohol, 
Miss Sanford has a vivid 
imagination. But this ~voe pf 
distortion is readily pubhshed m 
The New Hampshire~ And, as in 
any item which defaces the Greek 
System's image, this blatant 
slander was given top billing. 
About every" ·-· other · weekend, 
Sigma Beta opens its doors to the 
public. Here the general student 
population is welcome to drink, 
dance and socialize at a price 
cheaper than anywhere around. 
The Brothers of Sigma Beta 
maintain control while remaining 
courteous and hospitable. It seems 
unfair that one ruthless personal 
attack serves as the social 
comment for the approximately 
400 students who attended. 
I am not a Sigman Beta brother, 
nor am I rushing Sigma Beta. So I 
have no bias in the matter, I am, 
although an R.A. and can 
sympathize with people like Sigma 
Beta and the Greek System in 
general: People who are readily 
and falsely criticized, but are 
quickly forgotten for the services 
they perform. 
Rick Finnegan 
Resident Assistant 
Gibbs Hall 
Lee's food 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank Messrs. 
Woodward and Huan for pointing. 
out that the food at Lee's has 
improved. I went back to again try 
the food at Lee's with the same 
open-minded attitude I had on my 
first visit. I trusted M cssrs. 
Woodward and Huan's defense of 
Lee's: they demonstrated in their 
letters that they know good 
Chinese food when they cat it. 
Certainly they would not have 
defended the food I ate on my first 
visit to Lee's. so the restaurant had 
to have improved. This was the 
reasoning behind my decision to 
go back for another try. And lam 
happy to concur that the food has 
indeed improved. -
Let me remind Messrs. 
Woodward and Huan. however. 
that this letter is not a retraction, 
but rather an update. The food I 
ate before was bad. Perhaps, as I 
wrote in my earlier letter. the 
buff et provided an uncharacteris-
tic sample of Lee's food (this time I 
Writing letters to the Editor 
Letters to the Editorfor puhlication it! The New Hampshire must 
be signed and no longer than ta·o pa!{es typed, double spaced. 
Letters may be hrought to Room 151 in the MU B or mailed to: 
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room/51, MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 
03824. 
ordered regular menu dishes), but · 
·· perhaps Mr. Woodward's meal 
was also uncharacteristic. On my 
recent visit. I was not treated to an 
entire menu specially prepared in 
advance. nor was I suprised with 
free chicken wings. But I enjoyed 
my meal nonetheless. I must also 
confess to Mr. Huan that I did not 
know in which particular China 
province Tsing Tao beer is made, 
although I have enjoyed it for 
years. What I did notice is that the 
price of the beer has been I owe.red. 
But to return to the central issue. 
the food at Lee's has improved. I 
shall probably return. 
Grant D. Reeher 
Goldfish 
To the Editor: 
This letter is to let people know 
we are fed up with stupid rules 
about pets. Our R.A. told us the 
reason Goldfish aren't allowed by 
this University is because they are 
afraid that people will flush them 
down the toilets. Now you know 
and I know that human excretion 
out weighs any Goldfish on this 
planet. The idea that the Goldfish 
ir:i a septic system threat is absurd. 
We want Goldfish. 
Please send contributions to: 
"Don't Flush the Fish", 
Hitchcock 124. 
Terri Phillips 
Sue Seagroatt 
Elizabeth King 
Beth Dearborn 
Commuters 
To the Editor: 
The article in The New 
Hampshire on Friday. February 
18 entitled, "Bishoff talks on 
lottery" did not include complete 
information on the Commuter 
Transfer Center's programs for 
students interested in moving off 
campus. A slide presentation 
"Li\·ing Off Campus: Options and 
· Perspectives" will be shown in the 
following area lounges: 
March 7- 5th floor lounge Stoke 
7-9 p.m. 
March 8- Randall Lounge 7-9 
p.m. 
March 9- Babcock Lounge 7-9 
p.m. 
The_p_rese_ntation will .discuss.the 
resources available at the 
Commuter Transfer Center to help 
students locate a place to live. The 
presentation will also include. 
apartment hunting techniques and 
an orientation to_ leases. security 
deposits · and subletting 
procedures. 
~ 1aggie Morrison 
Commuter / Transfer Center 
Neil Young 
To the Editor: 
Thank you Matt Purwinis for 
the article on Neil Young 
("Developement of an Artist") in 
the paper. This article was up to 
par with the one you wrote about 
Duane Allman in the fall. Your 
quotes from "Ambalence Blues", 
"The Old Laughing Lady", and 
"Roll Another Number" were 
perfect examples of Neil's personal 
developement as well as his 
message to amateur critics like 
Mark Webster ("Discontinuity in 
style"). 
Mr. Webster, the futuristic 
music that clashed with Neil's 
. older ,KQY.stic progression o( gnt:!. 
of the most undisputably .gifted 
song writers of the past 20 years. 
And I guess the "17 year old 
leather-wearers en-force" must 
have all been near your seat 
because I was at the Centrum from 
3p.m. on and never saw even a 
couple let alone a complete task 
force! l also missed the "most 
disturbed" crowd during "Mr. 
Soul" because everyone around me 
was awed by the guitar licks 
coming from the black Les Paul 
with Canadian in hand. Hey Mark, 
l bet you were hoping Neil would 
play his Steinway too. Why don't 
you stick to covering jazz,at least 
that way words like "albeit" will 
satiate the incandecent cerebellum 
of the pseudo-morphic UN H jazz 
audience. I'll ride with Computer 
Neil and Transformer Matt 
anyday. 
Stevt; Kohn 
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University Forum 
Banning mini-skirts 
There's more exploitation of women to won-y .about 
By Janet Jacobson 
MINI-SKIRT CONTEST BAN-
NED IN MUD PUD!! \\That will be 
next to go? Beer? Rock ·n 'roll? 
Dancing? 
Jeff Onore. director of Student 
Activities in the MU B. says that such a · 
contest is exploitive of women's 
bodies. His opposition says that the 
Pub's patrons should be free to decide. 
But this case is not as simple as the 
latter would have us believe. 
·• Women's legs and lips. hair and hips 
have been used to sell products as long 
as there has been advertising. For 
example in a current advertisement, a 
voluptuous blond woman in a bikini 
bends over a sterio receiver and the 
copy besides her reads. "TAKE ME 
HOME! I'm front loading with 
Double -Dolby and 3 HEADS! Only 
$279.00." That the MUB Pub has 
chosen a mini-skirt contest to lure men 
to the Pub is neither innovative nor 
. surprising. 
Onore·s decision was not a difficult 
one though it may . have been 
unpopular with many. "I have no 
control over Madison Avenue:· he 
said. '"but I do have control over the 
MUB Pub." 
□ 
"Women should be beautiful. All 
repositories of cultural wisdom from 
King Solomon to King Hefner agree: 
1. 
2 3 
This is part of an advertisement Pub's mini-skirt co.ntest which, 
that appeared in The New eventually, was cancelled. 
H~mpshire adverti~ing the Ml.)B _ ___ _ 
women should be beautiful.·· So says 
Andrea Dworkin in her book Woman 
Hating. (Ms. Dworkin will speak at 
UN H March 7 at 8 pm in the Strafford 
Room in the MU 8) 
Women's beauty is often rated -
sometimes literally as in the movie 
"IO" and in The New Hampshire's ad 
for the mini-skirt contest. We must 
paint and scrape and stretch and starve 
(ever seen a fat woman in a mini-skirt? 
if so she ·probably won no prize) in 
order to conform to the current 
fashion, whether it's corsets or bikinis. 
Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Vogue 
and the rest of the so-called women's 
magazines serve no other purpose but 
to train women to be "beautiful': and 
to love it. One Cosmo writer. Judy 
Fireman. says in a recent article about 
shoes: "If a friend gives you a hard 
time about impractical shoes, smile 
sweetly and say. 'Your shoes may be 
comfortable. but mine are purple 
suede .. .' to quote a higher 
authority:the women in one of Yeat's 
poems who says,'we must labor to be 
beautiful.' " 
Labor we must and labor we have-
with little exception. For one 
thousand years. millions of Chinese 
An enchanted !ook at last year and ·next 
Anonymous 
Last Year ... 
I read a book at Dimond Library. 
and press the cover to my knees so no 
one else will see it. 
I talk to my close friend about 
myself and lower my voice to a muted 
whisper so no one will hear me. 
I spend sleepless nights. denying the 
indentity of who am I. in fear that it 
may be true. 
I kiss a man. 
I kiss my boyfriend then run across 
the street through fog to play pool with 
· my other "friends.·· 
I tell them I don ·t need a ride home, 
and return to the man waiting for me 
upstairs with t!ie covers pulled back. 
For vacation. I travel to the city, 
hiding in the lights. the booze. and the 
namelessness. I feel free. 
I love a woman rm not talking to. 
rm in love with that woman I'm not 
talking to. I walk alone on the beach. 
and allow myself to savor memories of 
her. -
□ 
This year. .. 
All the Kari-van busdrivers know 
rm gay. because I talk about it all the 
time in the front seat. I can't force 
my.self to whisper again. 
I ·kiss a woman in Pic-n-Pay. We 
laugh. Someone may have fainted. 
I do workshops on homosexuality 
for people who don't want to hear me. 
I go to New York City. and watch 
five thousand women run the city 
streets in tuxedoes for one night. 
because Meg Christian and Chris 
Williamson bting us together. Cable 
T. V. runs "Personal Best"all night in 
the hotels. 
I see "Personal Best .. th.ree times in 
one week. I think Patrice Donnely is 
beautiful. 
I think Rita Mae Brown tells it like it 
is -- all of it. 
I think Billy Jean King is lying to 
herself. 
I think my roommates are 
wonderful. 
I don ·t press Gay Community News 
to my knees anymore. 
I'm seeing that woman now. I roll 
back the covers for her. 
I'm feeling freer. And when I don't 
feel free. sometimes it's because of 
other people. 
I still get hurt when someone I love 
tells me that they can't deal with me 
anymore. 
Or when someone I love tells 
me,"lt's a shame that your brother's 
hormones got confused with your 
hormones. It's a cruel twist of fate." 
women bound their feet and those of 
their daughters because a crippled foot 
was considered beautiful, fashionable, 
sexy. The " ;oman 's pain ,vas irrelevant 
as was her inability to walk. "P~rfect 3-
inch form and utter uselessness,·· 
Dworkin says in Woman Hating) 
"were the distinguishing marks of the 
aristocratic foot. These concepts of 
beauty and status defined women as 
ornaments. as sexual playthings, as 
sexual constructs." 
Fireman dismisses this history of 
mutilation and pain by saying that --
they had a good attitude: "Courtesans 
in ancient China couldn't walk on 
bound feet but.. .someone was always 
there to dress, feed. carry them. And , 
love them, that's the important part. 
So smile demurely and endure." 
Some of you may find the analogy· 
between mini-skirts and bound feet 
extreme. Yet what is truly outrageous 
and extreme are the ways women have 
been culturally manipulated and 
deceived about their bodies and their 
beauty. 
Many First Amendment advocates 
will be screaming of censorship when 
shortest-mini-skirt and wet-T-shirt 
contests are banned. It's too bad they 
can't find a more constructive outlet 
for their energy. 
Janet Jacobson is a senior at UNH 
He's my twin, and he's gay. 
□ 
Next ~.,ear. .. 
Maybe I can hold hands m the 
MUB. 
Maybe there will be an organization 
on campus for us. by us, of us. 
Perhaps I'll play Diana Ross's "I'm 
Coming Out" from the bell tower ofT-
Hall at noon using the biggest speakers 
I can find. 
I will be here. I will live, and I 
certainly won't go away. My career 
and my life are here. 
I'll still be as enchanted as hell. 
And perhaps I'll write another piece 
like this and put my natpe ~.!1 it. 
The writer is an enchanted student at 
UN H. There will be a meeting for 
those wanting to reestablish the Gay 
Students Organization Wednesday, 
March 2, in room 323 of the MUB. 
muso 
is ·proud to oresent one 0111oston's 
hottest bands .... 
~oardwalk Recording artists 
-
Thursday, March 3 
. · 1n the mua PUB 
Admission: $3.50 - students 
· $4.50 - general public 
Doors open at 8:00 
I\ - • ' 
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Arts & Fe.atures 
Impressive landing by Berlin Airlift • in the MUB Pub 
By Mark Webster rock parts with hesitations and 
Berlin Airlift landed in the dropped beats keyed by Pet's 
MUB Pub Friday night and crisp drumming. 
won over the hearts of a slow- The versatility of Berlin 
footed crowd of 275. Following Airlift came through on "Can I 
the lyrical antics of songwriter- Fa 11 I n Love . '' Ber 1 in 
singer Rick Berlin, the band performed some of the 
mixed upbeat tempo and theatrical bits that made Berlin 
catchy melodies with dynamic Airlift's predecessor, Opera-
musical approaches, jumping tion Luna, notorious. Opening 
mid-song to different tempos the song with some cynically-
and switching harmonies with tinged dialogue, he gestured 
great skill. throughout the number with 
Berlin, a 37-year old Yale his long arms, rea,,ching 
graduate, was the dominating desperately out to the crowd. 
presence throughout the show. then wrapping one hand on the 
Dressed in a green camouflage back of his head, while his clear 
tank shirt, black pants, and voice broke with a touch of 
black high top Converse . adolescent emotion. 
basketball shoes, he pressed the The theatrics never detracted 
crowd to react, undaunted by from the band's performance. 
some initial _apathy that kept Perry was outstanding on every 
the dance floor mostly open for number, performing true guitar 
the whole first half of the set. heroics without ste·aling 
Before starting the third thunder - from the rest of the 
song, "There's A Girl In The show. 
Moon," Berlin peered to the Cahill and Pet were 
back of the room and admirably consistent, and kept 
announced, "I'd like to ask you well in the background despite 
topleasemoveforward.Itfeels their major duties of 
like a classroom in here." manipulating the intricate 
There was no massive rush to rhythmic cases that are Berlin 
the stage, but the music soon Airlift trademarks. Almond's . 
brought people forward. Songs piano was somewhat under-
like "Teenage Terror," "Stop mixed,· but her subtle 
And Think About It, "and "My counterpoint to Perry's 
Heart Ain't Big Enough For screaming guitar lines was a 
You" featured roaring guitar classy touch. 
from Steven Perry, with a Berlin's lyrics fall somewhat 
booming rhythym laid out by weak compared with his vocal 
bassist Chet Cahill and control and the well-written 
drummer Joe Pet. music. Approaching the basic 
"Don't Stop _Me From rock and roll questions about 
Crying", with Perry taking the love and other insecurities, 
lead vocals from Berlin, had a Berlin has a caustic eye for the 
bouncing, clean rock and roll commonality. 
Rick Berlin, lead singer of Berlin· Airlift, belted them out with characteristic power and control 
during the group's Friday night MUB Pub show. (Alan Kamman photo) 
sound elaborated by disbar- "Teenage Terror" has a 
monic background vocals and father asking about his 
precise piano fillers by Jane daughter, " .. .I wonder what 
Balmond. The band swung she's thinking of me/ Was I just 
confidently through several as bad myself?" 
know what it is like to be a The only problem is that his show, "We drew 100% better 
victim/ But that's not really writing is poorly refined, with than last year .. .It was good to 
what it's all about ... " The · some pretentiousnes-s that see people come out. It's a good 
themes and content of the detracts from the otherwise band-good harmonies, clean 
songs are valid concerns, and authentic feelings. and tight sound. They're 
changes of pace, setting up the "This Is Your Life" holds a 
runaway feel of the straight _ similar outlook on things; " .. .I 
Ber 1 in seems to write Rick P ., chief of booking at definitely on the rise." 
everything out of true emotion. the MUB Pub, said after the_ 
'After 11 years ii's goodbye to MASH: for some, it's good riddance 
By Joe Battenfeld and very real--funny to the starts. especially for a comedy. 
"So long, M*A*S*H," to bone. It was also near the The actors actually took over 
borrow a phrase from TV bottom in the Nielsen ratings-- the characters. changed them, 
Guide. After ti years and 250 hardly a "popular rating." ·and ultimately, turned them 
episodes, M*A*S*H weni off In 1983. M*A*S*H owns a into pieces of limp putty. 
the air last night with a two spot in the top ten every week. Listen to a quote from 
and one-half hour show. And right next to The A Team and Loretta Swit about- her 
we11 all be sad and probably Magnum P.I. The finale may character. Marearet Houlihan. 
cry, TV Guide said. And they be one of the highest rated ''I like the fact that Margaret 
must be right because they sell programs in _ the history of . has become more well-
more copies than any other television. The show is rounded. but I had to fight 
publication in the country, so universally revered by every tooth and nail for that. My one 
they ought to know. segment of the American regret is that I wanted to direct. 
Want more proof? Alistair population, popular with but I never pressed for it--and 
Cooke is even sad. he says in critics and viewers alike. It is now it's too late." 
TV Guide. We will all miss also stale. predictable. and .,, In Margaret's case. well-
M* A*S*H terrihly. he says. embarassingly unfunny. and rounded meant a lump- of 
and why should we doubt him? has been so for the last five putty. The original Hot-Lips 
He ought to know what good years. was insecure, hostile, 
television is: after all. he brings Reasons for the demise are · unreasonable, very patriotic, 
us Ma_sterpiece Theatre. numerous and some arc by no and burning with unfullfilled 
"It is one of the unsolved means unique to M*A*S*H. It desire. A sterotype, yes but a 
mysteries of American isallrighttocxcuseashowfor · .character too. Today's 
television." he writes. "that going sour after 11 years--it is Margaret is what Loretta Swit 
M * A *S* H. a tragi-comedy inevitable. and it is no mystery. wants her to be-a caring, 
about an unpopular war almost When a show is starting out . warm, somewhat confused 
as dire in its effects as Vietnam. and struggling. each character woman. And why wouldn't 
should have retained for more has to develop a definite Swit want to direct, nearly 
than a decade a popular rating identity quickly. or the everyone else did. 
way up there in a catalogue of audience will be lost. This But the real problem ~ith 
trash of many varieties." usually carries on for a few M* A*S*H was Alan Alda who 
Let me unsolve the mystery. years. and if the show is started out playing Hawkeye 
When the series started in the · · successful enough. the writers Pierce and ended up playing 
early 70's as a spinoff of the and actors naturally become God. 
Robert Altman movie. it was. more secure. In the beginning, Hawkeye 
like the film. fresh. very witty. This is where the trouble was the central character, but 
he was also rude, arrogant, 
insensitive and hysterical. As in 
hysterically funny. In a few 
short seasons, he drove out his 
co-star, Wayne Rogers, was 
writi'ng, directing, and 
delivering all the funny lines. 
When Mike Farrell replaced 
Rogers as B.J. Honnycut, he 
not only got dog lines, but even 
the laugh track wouldn't 
cooperate with his dismal 
jokes. 
Hawkeye's "character · 
development". was directly 
related to Alan Alda 's ego. And 
. unfortunately for the show, 
Hawkeye was a lot funnier and 
gritter than Alan Alda. 
In fact, none of the actors in 
M*A*S*H, with the exception 
of Harry Morgan (Col. Potter), 
are any more than medicore 
performers. Gary Burghoff and 
McLean Stevenson left the 
show to become Love Boat 
guests. Alan Alda has made a 
number of mediocre movies. 
So really, there is no 
mystery. The reasonM* A*S*H 
has retained a popular rating 
with all the other "trash" is 
because it is not unlike any 
other - "'trash". It has a 
universally popular element. 
like a Tom Selleck appeal. 
But the real ' tragedy in ' 
M*A*S*H is that its appeal is 
much more disturbing · and 
harmful than Tom Selleck's 
body. The show is popular with · 
critics and audiences because of 
how it's perceived-as an 
intelligent, funny, yet very real 
'tragedy. A "tragi-comedy," 
says Cooke. 
What does tragi-comedy, 
mean? It means it is a comedy 
that's not really that funny but 
it's .okay because there's a war 
going on, and war is tragic. The 
only trouble is, the war 
M*A*S*H portrays is false. 
Margaret looks like she just 
came out of the beauty salon. 
The camp is one big happy 
family. 
What is tragic? The food is 
lousy. They miss home. War 
stinks. And Hawkeye always 
has a three-day growth. 
Yet these phony qualities are 
precisely why it is so popular. 
They provide a guilt outlet to 
millions of Americans who 
were never in a war, but have . 
experienced one now because 
they watched M* A*S.*H for I J 
years. 
For millions of Americans, 
Alan Alda 's three-day stubble 
is war. 
omen, 
Center 
., presents 
I// -' -' • • I 
A CELEBRATION OF WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK 
Internationally known feminist Author 
Andrea Dworkin 
...... ,r: 
rp"" -~ ,.. 
~=~r 
, . 
,.J, .-:Wi• 
' 
" 
Her works include: 
Woman Hating 
Ms. Dworkin will 
speak about 
"Pornography and 
Male Supremacy" 
March 7 (Monday) 
8:00 PM Strafford Rm 
MUB 
Pornography: Men Possessing Women 
Right-Wing Women 
The New Woman's Broken Heart 
"The fact that pornography is widely believed to be 
'depictions of the erotic' means only that 
the debasing of women is held to be the 
real pleasure of sex." -from Pornography: 
I • 
---GEN ED---
< continued from page 1) 
courses are set up to "basically 
get reading, writing and 
arithmetic back." 
Stephanie Thomas, registrar 
and an ex-official member of 
the UGEC said "It will require 
students to have breadth within 
the University. They'll have to 
take at ]east one course within 
eight categories." 
The philosophy of the new 
requirements, said Brockel-
man, is to give all students a 
wide background. 
"If technitians can't write 
they're undereducated and we 
shouldn't give them a degree. 
On the same side the world is so 
inundated with technology that 
you can't run a business 
without ha,.-ing some familarity 
with quantitative reasoning." 
The choice of courses has 
b.een limited to ' 50 to 100 said 
Ha.ula.nd bccau~c "fu1 ~everal 
years faculty have bee~ 
concerned abou.t the prolif-
eration of general education 
courses and whether they were 
meeting a coherent general 
education program." 
The result is faculty decided 
they didn't meet the needs and 
students will have less freedom 
of choice in the future. 
"There was no educational 
philosophy tying them (general 
education courses) together. It 
was a . big cafeteria of courses. 
You get some rice and a few 
peas. The only coherence 
existed in a student's major." 
Brockelman said. 
The UGEC is applying for a 
grant from the National 
Endowment for the Human-
ities for funds to implement the 
new program, according to 
Brockel man. 
The grant would enable 
departments to release faculty 
members from their teaching 
duties to develop new courses, 
Brockelman said. 
He said the UGEC would 
also be able to develop a 
general education honors 
program with the grant money. 
The honors program would 
accomodate general education 
courses. 
The program will not be a 
major, but will allow students 
to take more advanced general 
education courses in addition 
to major courses. 
The UGEC established 
summer stipends last summer 
for faculty members to develop 
new courses, according to 
Brockelman. Proposals from 
last summer have been turned-
in to the UGEC. Brockelman 
said proposals for remaining 
new courses should be in by 
April 20. 
A special short term 
committee has been set up 
within the U G EC to determine 
what are or are not reasoning 
courses. Quantitive reasoning 
will probably include math 
courses, according to 
Brockelman. 
The UGEC will continue to 
function after the Fall of 1984, 
reviewing courses each year 
and making necessary changes. 
BUBAA.J ASK FOR (803) 742-3147 . 
Men Possessing Women ~ PETER BROOKS TRI-CITY SUBARU, INC. 
ROOM DRAW 
1983 
Students curr.ently living in the 
Residence Halls are eligible to 
participate. 
March 1-3: Submit housing aplications. · 
March 4: Lottery. 
Week of March 7: Results of Lottery 
distributed. 
March 14-16: 
April 1: 
April 4-6: 
April 12-19: 
Sign Room and Board 
Agreements and ·pay 
housing deposits. 
Stoke Hall games room. 
Priority waitlist applications 
due. 
In-Hall Sign-Up at the 
individual halls. 
Between-Hall Sign-Up. 
Residential Life, 
Pettee House. 
Read your Room Draw Booklet for more details._ 
ROUTE. 16 
SOMERSWORTH . NH' 03878 
Keys to Leadership 
and 
QUALITY 
USED CARS 
Effective Communication 
What are the age-old habits that color our 
relationships with people? 
- What is the effect of attempted control 
through rewards or punishments? 
How can you have a creative influence on 
others? 
Elaine Gagne, Ed.D. will explore these 
questions and more ... 
March 3rd 
Horton SSC 
7:30 PM 
Rm. 307 
Society for Wholstk Living 
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A re you graduating in May 
or December of 1984? 
. Do you have a cumulative 
G.P.A. of 3.25-or higher? 
-If so, Mortar Board wants you! If 
you have not received an application 
and .are eligible, please pick one up in 
Rm. 126 of the MUB. (Student 
Activities Office). 
Applications due Thurs. March 3rd by 4 p .. m. in 
Rm. 126 MUB. 
It's just around the corner ... 
Start thinking about your 
future NOW! 
Don't Miss the· 4th Annual 
Life Science 
and 
Agriculture 
- -.... - ..... ,.... .. 
Five Positions 
Available 
immedia·tely and for the 1983-84 Academic Year 
The Programming Fund 
: Organization* 
Business Manager ( 1) 
Coordinators ( 4) _ 
-Paid Positions 
-Involvement with Student Organizations 
-Business & Managerial Experience 
-Coordinates a $30,000 budget 
Pick up application in Room 126 of the 
MUB 
Deadline: March 11 
*funds non-Student Activity Fee Organizations 
Sponsored by 
. Alpha Zeta 
p 
Horior Fraternity 
Company representatives will be 
I 
coming to UNH to talk to 
individuals about various 
career opportunities. 
Friday, March 4, 1983 
11 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Strafford Room - MUB 
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COMICS 
BLOOM COUN·TY 
lOOK ~e .. ~'5 
A NI~ YOUN& UQY ..• 
r-KJJJ~7 
8UJW IT. 
I 
GARFIELD 
THERE MUST BE AN 
EASIER WAY TO 
EAT 
RJR ONC.£ IN YCXJR 5HALUW 
UF~, roN'T B€. A Wffi(., 
Je.RK ••• R~ r70WN 
~p AN17 FfN171Hffi" 
Hl~R~RV6 
OF 600'7 TAS"Je ••. 
\ 
0 
Of<AY.:. 
li'IG vUP, 
BOY. .. UUP! 
I 
* 
By BERKE BREATHED 
uu ... 
YTXl VON'THAV6 
ANYTHIN6 I 
COIJW CAT(}{ I 
OOYA? 
I 
NOT~ 
€NOUGH? 
By JIM DAVIS 
BURP. •• I SHOULD 
~AVE i 1-fOLJGHT OF 
THAT LON& AGO 
IQ!l1i1liiU 
SHOE 
l(gy U5~Vi,mVE 
A~. M((S 7a,WICK\1 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 45 """° 11 Work 1 n a 
47 Gaudy exh1b1t1on •tstaurant 
1 Actor EnrHt, 53 Homl! for b1rds 12 Reply (abbr.) 
et al. 55 C~rlotte - 13 Rocky cliff 
6 F1n1shes a cake 56 Thin 11mb 18 That: Fr. 
10 01ck Wtber ' s ~8 Pine extracts 22 S~trp turn 
organ1zat1on 59 Ge,.,..n pronoun 24 Potential bast h1t 
13 Attach, as a bow 60 - majesty 25 Jazz p1anist W11son 
tie (2 wds . ) 61 EntOll'Ologht's 27 French 111enu Item 
14 "I R-er -• spoc1inen 29 City 1n Georgia 
15 Keyboord maneuver 62 Greek 1 etters 30 Astronomy prefh 
16 Gulch 63 Part of 8.A. 31 war memorials 
17 - phone 64 Barbara and 32 Pig - pokt 
19 Amphitheatres: Lat. Anthony 33 hke 1t very easy 
20 Ascends 35 Certa 1 n votes 
21 Low-mpg car (2 wds) DOWN 37 Sault -
23 Pinball 1111ch1ne 39 Letter opener 
word l Bow or ~ irton 40 Peps 1 n and ptya 11 n 
26 - parade 2 Good name for a 41 Pince--
ZS Vegas cube butler 44 More infuriated 
29 GUllll!y substances 3 M1m1ck1n9 46 Hiss Arden 
34 In an unstable 4 Ge,.,..n name for the 48 Change the 
posit1on (Z wds.) Danube Constitution 
36 (;g~~j verb form 5 W!.t!~r1Y ;i ~~~ei~~e~•fe au hit 
37 Pelted w1fh rocks 6 ,udd,n urge 51 Galvanizes 
38 - Zone ·7 Magic flyers 52 Piquancy 
39 College d1sc1pl1ne 8 Po11t1cal refugee 54 Spanish for island 
42 Yoko - 9 Healthy: Sp. 56 Newsp1por photograph 
43 Mortgage bearer 10 Cleveland, e.g. 57 Here: Fr. 
Answers on page 6 
:--~ 
~;i, 
LOCKER 
ROOM 
Ll 
fJ ' 
~--------~ 
-~~~ ---
~, I KEEP TRYIN6 TO TELL '40U FERNBY ... IT'S IX>MESl'IC 
SPVIN6, NOT A SPVING CONlESTIC!.:. 
_____ ,.. ___ ,.. -
-HAALAND-
< continued from page 1) 
in the past few years to help 
offset the costs of more 
expensive programs, Haaland 
said, some as much as $200. 
He said if tuition goes up too 
much next year, however, he 
would not recommend a tuition 
surcharge. 
He also said there's a big 
difference in the starting salary 
of a graduate with a business 
degree and one with a teaching 
degree, but that wasn't a factor 
in the decision to propose 
tuition surcharges. 
Student Senator Joshua 
Gordon asked Haaland if the 
tuition surcharge would be 
used to justify paying faculty in 
programs charging the 
surcharge more than other 
faculty members. 
Haaland said the surcharge 
would be used in part to hire 
more faculty and that it's no 
secret that faculty earn 
substantially different salaries 
based on ·what they teach. 
"Our concern is that we be 
able to attract and keep good 
people," Haaland said. 
--BAN--
< continued from page 3) 
three women winning prizes for 
the shortest mini-skirts. 
"I feel this is a shoddy 
promotional device in bad 
taste," Ono re said. 
Siegel said mini-skirts are in 
style, .. and it's not like we're not 
letting people in if they don't 
wear one. All the ad said was if 
you wear a mini-skirt, you get 
in free." 
"I can understand Jeff 
(Onore's) point, but at the time, 
I figured it was harmless," 
Siegel said. 
But according to Janet 
Jacobson, a member of UN H's 
Women's Center, the contest is 
harmful. 
"The idea is to get a lot of 
men into the MUB Pub. It's 
promotion to sell things," 
Jacobson said. 
"They (mini-skirt contests) 
are just the same as wet T-shirt 
contests," she said. "It just 
exploits a different part of the 
woman's body." 
But some MUB Pub regulars 
view the contest as an innocent 
way to have fun. 
"I think . the costume nights 
are a good idea," said Bob 
Lipp, who often goes to the 
MUB Pub on Thursday nights. 
"I don't think it's sexist at 
all," he said. "Mini-skirts are 
just another form of clothing, 
just like a 50's dance. Nobody is 
forced to wear one, and I think 
most of the girls don't mind at 
all." 
One freshman woman, who 
wished to remain anonymous, 
said she didn't think a mini-
skirt contest was sexist either. 
.. I think it's a good idea. They 
have air band contests, which is 
just another way to get 
publicity," she said. 
Onore said the MUB Pub 
doesn't · need the kind of 
publicity a mini-skirt contest 
generates. ••1 think MUSO does 
a fine enough job in the MUB 
Pub that they don't have to 
resort to this kind of thing," he 
said. 
TODAY 
, is the first day 
of March! 
_Mlsc_,.,,_~_ .. _. __ II~ I 
Olds Delta 88. 1972. Good body . 
inspected Oct. 1982. Radio. new muffler 
and brakes. Needs some work. $200 or 
best offer . 868-5722 after 7 pm. 
VW Beatie. 1976. excellent condition . 
New Paint. no rust. good tires . 65,000 
miles . Asking $2500. Call after 6 :00pm . 
868 -2918. 
One-way airline ticket for sale. March 7th 
from Boston to Denver or Dallas. Cost 
$50. Contact Jane at 868-9789 room 
256. 
RECEIVER AND SPEAKERS FOR SALE. 
Vector Research 2500 model. 22 watts. 
and 2 Pioneer speakers. Both in good 
condition and have warranties. $250.00 
or B.O. Call Bill. 742-0175. 
For sale : Zenith 12" black and white TV. 
Works fine . $40.00. Call 868 -5165 . 
197 6 Luv Trucl< . 86,000 mil<>&: . Sound 
reliable engine. Needs body work . Must 
sell immediate ly S600.00 or best offer . 
Cal l 679 -5239 evenings or anytime Wed. 
and Thurs . 
Wetsuit . Parkway Lyera, men 's large. 1 / 4 
inch . weight belt . 868-2220. 
...._A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_for_R_e_n_t __, I• I 
Rooms for rent available immediately. 
One room for S 150. the other for $175. 
Includes all utilities, frig. sink. toaster 
oven . Private entrance- 2 miles from 
campus on Kari -Van route . Call Clarke 
Bart , 868-5921. 
---H-elp W--=-anted~lf m 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great income 
potential , all occupations . For information 
call 602-837-3401 Ext. 990. / 
Cruise Ship Jobs! $14 - 28 ,000 . 
Carribean, Hawa11 , World . Call for Guide, 
Directory, Newsletter . 1-916-722 -1111 . 
NOW HIRING qualified swim instructors 
for the Youth Swim Program . $3 .75 per 
hour . 8 :30-12 30 on eight consecutive 
Saturday mornings starting March 26 . 
Call Ann Roberts . Recreationa l Sports. 
862 -2031 . 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American Foreign . No 
experience required Excellent pay . 
Worldwide travel. Summer JOb er career. 
Send $3 .00 for information. SEAFAX, 
Dept. D-14, Box 2049, Port Angeles. 
Washington 98362. 
~nd Repmrs I[~ 
Odd jobs wanted. Will work on almost 
anyth ing . In Durh am please. Call Greg at 
868-5237 or Chris at 868-2082. 
Calligraphy ... personailzed lettering dor.e 
for invitations. signs, posters, stationary, 
etc. Make a specialized keepsake unique 
for you and the occassion . Conact Holly 
(_af(er 6 :00 p.m.) 862_-3139. 
__ Pe_rso_na_ls _11,1 
CJA- so how was your weekend? I hope 
you got a lot of work done. So whens lunch 
going to be? How about this week? You 
know my plans are flexible. I hope to see 
you soon . If you d6n ' t stop by the office 
soon when I'm there, I' ll have to come 
down to Stanton to get you . Always Your 
Dancing Fool. 
Amy the graphics mgr .- So when are we 
going to find out about Sat . nite? Don 't 
worry about being late for work. You can 
owe me. Cat got your tongue? A deeply 
concerned M.E. 
Jane H. I thought the personal was 
supposed to be in red . I'm bitterly 
disappointed. Oh well some people just 
aren't meant to be great like me. 
Gay- Again I was surprised to see you at a 
party. You seem to be so preoccupied at 
times. Are you on the wagon? You didn't 
have to drive home. All these questions 
and more if you can get in touch with me. 
Hetzel 10th.So you guys didn't get a 
personal last Friday. I wonder why? Could 
it be that the page was too full? Could it be 
that I forgot? Who knows. Deb, if you are 
that anxious to meet Carol, then I will 
gladly introduce you to her. We can go 
over to her room after class. Wendy, well 
it figures that we 'd meet you at the food 
part of the mall. -0 
Oaaaaave . 
Help! Anyone with old midterms of John 
Korbel's Adm in 424 (Business Statistics) 
or 1st exams from Richard-Martin Diaz's 
Financial Accounting Class, PLEASE 
contact David at 2-1490. 2-2381 or 868-
9730. Will pay$ (negotiable). 
For Sale: 1974 Gran Torino, 90,000 
miles . 4-door w/air conditioning. 
$500.00 or best offer, if interested please 
call 862-1838 and ask for Deb K. 
Phylleroo & LEM- You guys are the best 
roomies- get psyched for Thursday night 
to drink like never before. again. Good 
luck this week- Love ya OLK. 
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BONDO, M- Too bad you weren't around 
Friday when I called. Who knows we 
could have gotten together. Winter 
Carnival right'? Have fun? Of course you 
didn't drink too much! Hope to see you 
soon! Love. Deb 
D-Hi, What's up? You looked as if you 
were having fun the other night. I think I 
ate too much popcorn! Come by soon . -D 
Wendy how about some hockey action Fri . . 
night? Hey Gay, what do ya s~y about your 
mood the other night? Diane, hope you 
had a nice weekend. P.S. my tummy's all 
better.-D.S. 
Walter. Happy Birthday I l !ove you, Dawn 
Juicy-Did your dentist really tell you 
about soft tissues? Tell us more.-M. 
It's the big 21, Walt! Have a great day. 
Andi 
Go for it Walt 
John Gold-I wanna be like you . But l 
don't like to drive around downtown in 
circles. M & M 
lo the K1dnapper :Sorry about Hoxy Music 
twice in a row. It was that automatic 
button. Was it 2 AM or 2 PM? I'll never tell . 
Also, nice 'book' and an original idea but 
it's not publishable, too bad.-Brown 
Eyes. 
Happy B-Day, Walter 
Jane-I think my Secret Admirer died or 
something. Too bad, I was just beginning 
to get curious. Oh well, I huess that's the 
way it goes. Glad you had a good time in 
Beantown. Next time I'll join you. Later, 
Ginger. 
Have a fantastic, stupendous, wonderful, 
awesome, marvelous Birthday Walter!! 
Lisa Gamache-Get psyched for the most 
wildest Bid's night you have ever seen in 
your entire life. Our sponsors are going to 
have to drag us home or roll us around in a 
shopping cart. Let's do some- Pol<ey 
tipping and Gumby rolls too!! Might as 
well live it up considering its our last 
one!!! Love, your partner in crime!! 
Pokey and Gumby-Watch out Thursday 
night, you never know who- lerks around 
dark corners waiting for you . BEWARE!!!! 
Happy 21st Walt 
DZ Seniors-Let's get ready for an 
awesome time Thursday night! This will 
be the best "Pledge" class that DZ ever 
saw. Man9itory drinking before-Be 
there. aloha! 
"Wally Baby"-have a great day. 
Robin-Thanks for a great weekend! !.Lisa 
HOCKEY FANS--WE'VE GOT THE UNH 
WILDCAT HOCKEY PLAY-OFFS THE WAY 
YOU WANTTHEM -- COMMERCIALFREE! 
LISTEN TO ED&BRIAN FOR ALL THE LIVE 
ACTION ON 91 .3 FM WUNH. THE 
WINNING TEAM!! 
Freshmen or Sophmores--lnterested in 
gaining business e)(perience??? Apply to 
'/'/,,, .\,·w 11,,,,,,,_,1,;,.,. business office in 
Room 108 of the MUB. Train now to 
become the Asst Business Manager 
(immediately) 
HOCKEY FANS--WE'VE GOT THE UNH 
WILDCAT HOCKEY PLAY-OFFS THE WAY 
YOU WANTTHEM --COMMERCIALFREE! 
LISTEN TO ED&BRIAN FOR ALL THE LIVE 
ACTION ON 91 .3 FM WUNH. THE 
WINNING TEAM!! 
Interested in business. are you a 
Freshman or Sophmore .. ? Apply now to 
Room 108 in the exciting MUB to become 
the next full-time ASST BUSINESS 
MANAGER. for 'f/11• .\,•,r ll,11111,.,/,ir,•. 
It's a great job 
Just ask JED 
HOCKEY FANS- -WE'VE GOT THE UNH 
WILDCAT HOCKEY PLAY-OFFS THE WAY 
YOU WANTTHEM--COMMERCIAL FREE! 
LISTEN TO ED & BRIAN FOR ALL THE 
LIVE ACTION ON 91 .3 FM WUNH. THE 
WINNING TEAM!! 
Carol F.- So how were the chocolate chip 
cookies? Well at least you 're eating 
something! I hope you'll be ready for tacos 
this Thursday. We'll kidnap you anyway 
so you best be ready. By the way- hows 
the deodorant holding out? 
Stacey- well you didn't think you 'd get 
away without one after your behavior 
Sun . night! Nance says you barely saved 
her any cookies. What did you do eat them 
all? You and Carol should come to one of 
our parties. you know what they say about 
safety in numbers. 
Odd jobs wanted . Will work on almost 
anything . In Durham please. Call Greg at 
868-5237 or Chris at 868-2082. 
If you see Scott Samuels today, wish him 
a good day. Toc;lay is be nice to Scott 
Samuels Day. Sam, this rs your first 
personal at UNH. It will probably be your 
last . Have you figured out who your secret 
Valentine is yet7 Probably one of the 
females you impressed one night . If you 
figure this out. you have won. and 
guessed the secret ) Beware of the girl 
who lurks in the night . 
Martha (Stoke 810) I see you every 
Thursday in Ray 's class. I'd really like to 
get to know' Please respond 1f interested. 
A :: r:i r t.,d . 
To the guys at 2 0 D- So you guys don't 
think I'm for real do you? Well I wouldn't 
have known it by the way you guys always 
look at me with those lustful eyes ... wow! 
Also about hearing about the party 
second hand. don 't you guys remember 
how I winked at you or were you all too 
drunk? Quizzically yours Arny. 
Deb P.-l'm so exci'ted to be your sponsor 
for Bid's Night. I am so glad that you made 
it and are going to be a pledge in OZ! Get 
ready to celebrate like never before (even 
more than your first bids night!!) You 'd 
better not plan anything for the next few 
days after though ... ! know how long it 
takes you to get over one of your 
hangovers and this one is goin~I to be a 
real beauty. Maybe we 'll even end up at 
you know where ... Beating 1t? Get ready! 
Love Karen. 
Dennis, if you keep writing personals to 
people, we're going to have to start 
editing the editors 
Percilla- Happy late 19th. I'm so glad that 
we 've become such good pals. we ·ve had 
so many good times : " Diet Pepsi " and 
trying to eat M&M's, our all nighter with 
S. and M . (no pun intended I) and there-are 
tons more good times to come so get 
" wicked" psyched . Love -Ban Annie. P.S. I 
like you better than brussel sprouts! 
Hey KaVe' Don 't fall asleep on me' Al l 
kidding aside- I finally got around to this 
pc r o o nol I l or9ot I p r-orni.::,od -,. ·o u I ' m 
looking forward to you los ing the clubfoot' 
What a weekend that's going to be! Don 't 
forget the cards' Maybe you ' ll really 
clobber me again sometime before June! 
Love- " Hot Lips" XXOXX 
Journalists , who are interested in 
beginning il newsletter for a well -
respected organization call 862 -1972 or 
stop by the AIESEC office in Rm . 5 of 
McConnell for more informat ion .31 4 
Semester at Sea - a uniqu~ , ·xpnIPnn • 
combining academics. rultu r, : 11111 .,1, ·I 
Visit 12 C. 
Beth and Sue, Have great birthdays this 
week. Hope to hear those Gi l!ls turws a ll 
w eek. (We know we w i ll . ;:i ir,n q w1t li 
Areosmith too!) Have fun 1 Lovt·' 3 17 
Molly in the lounge, Hellol Wuv your 
1n111d,•1:f'11/ neighbors 
Semester at Sea- Find out wnat Irs c111 
about Seer (iµresentative in MUB, Mardi 
2 from 12 2 . 
Ge. " The only time losing is more fun than 
winning is when you're fighting 
temptation'!! XOXOXO Luv, CPC 
Profess10:1al typing by Barbara Top rat e 
quality, cut rate prices . Resumes. legal . 
statistical papers. thesis. etc. 772 6225 
Hey Linda -You think I'm crazy but I' m not 
It's luv. How about a few St . Pn uli girls 
tonight? Call me-Patches . 
Cindy A. -1 go·{ my special B-ball player I 
guess I'll be going home on weekencl~ c1 
lot (heehee) or maybe I' ll drop out of 
school and get marr ied! So how 's your 
love life? Love Kathy J . 
To all students : the student Job Board is a 
free service designed to connect you with 
parttime, temporary and seasonal jobs. 
Need extra cash? Check out the job listing 
on the JOB Board, located in the MUB . 
Greg-Thanks for driving us to Trailor 
World in Saugus. It was wicked fun! 
Maybe we can go furthur next time . Carol. 
Do you have extra time and would like to 
earn some extra cash? Look at the job 
listings on the JOB BOARD, located in the 
MUB . 
1 need you I miss you . (I would have had 
more fun spelling this out on you but I'll 
have to wa it). Save the last dance for me 
on bid's night. You know who. P.S. And 
wasn 't it fun making up after ol•r fight!(! 
Jan in Phi Mu- You are a unique 
combination of sweet & sexy, and it's very 
appealing. You don't know what you doto 
me! I can 't wait till I see you at Bid's Night. 
If I get drunk enough, I'll tell you who I am. 
Until then- Prince Charming. 
Registration forms are now available for' 
the sand castle building contest . Stop by 
the Student Activities Office. room 126 of 
the MUB to pick up your form. Get into 
Spring Training '83-March 11th from 8-
12 in the MUB. 
Is your group or organization looking for a 
fund-raiser? Stop by the Student 
Activities office and sign up to get · 
involved in Spring Training '83 . Deadline 
for sign ups is March 4. 
I'm in Spring Training are you? If not and 
you'd like to be, come to the MUB on 
March 11 from 8-12 . The evening will be · 
filled with your favorite beach activites-
films , contests. souvenirs, beach music, 
sand castle building and more. Be there! 
csra,ds -I keep seeing you in the Paradise 
I nunoP. and I must sav lovelv ladv that -
your sparkling eyes make my night. I've 
got to get to know you better, sweet thing! 
Homeboy. 
Chief- the next step is hard to get and I'm 
ready for the game. So step back fellas, 
and watch the little girls play-·cause they 
don ' t mess around. P. 
BECKER WHERE'S BECKER COLLEGE??? 
l want to go to Becker!!! "Excuse me, do 
you know you vyere going 46mph in a 
30mph zone? By the way, have you kids 
been drinking?" "No officer, who drinks at 
10:00 in the morning?" Song Hi Lee, 
Terrikahini Dharakul, Eddy H. Hey Pete, 
who's Heather? Where were you till 4 am 
Joe?? I can't print the rest of it, we have 
laws against it . I wonder if we'll get extra 
credit for this? Happy Birthday Wed. Joe. 
Mike I want my dress back. You guys were 
lots of fun, see you Thursday. K-
-NOBLE-
< continued from page 3) 
ft's important to stress 
research and its accuracy in 
order to avoid potential 
misrepresentations." she said. 
Noble's career goal is to be in 
charge of some operation. 
··so I could be the last word," 
she said. 
To Sunnyside Crew- Great party Saturday 
night. We're still on for Wed. at 4:30, Sue. 
Remember your lenten promises all of 
you . Say hi to Flo for me, Alison. We will 
get together- I've got your number 
DAMIEN . . 
Kathy, here's the personal you asked for. 
At least you won't be the only one to flunk 
Macro, I'm there too. Carol 
Hi Cin, Carol 
Hi Carol, Dennis 
Hey Simpleton-I love your body. Love, "a 
very good friend." 
Deb. Get psyched for Thurs. I want to end 
up you know where with you know who 
too. Get it? I don't, not often anyway. Love 
ya much K-
CJG- Drive through the Park Bidderrnan, 
you know how I love the Park. 
A meeting for Editorial 
Assistants for the Spring 
_issue of Aegis will be held 
on Thursday, March 3rd 
at 6 p.m. in room 153 in 
the MUB. 
All those interested in 
critiquing poetry and 
fiction submissions to the 
UNH literary magazine 
should a.ttend. 
Cl!STOM T-SHIRT PRINT-ING._ 
3131 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth. N.H. 03801 
Businesses. clubs. orga_ni1.ations 
Hats,' totes. golf shirts. sweatshirts 
Many styles available 
'No order to'> small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-SJ 19 mean our disa-greernent). Jo urnalists:- who are interested in - . . ____ ... __ !!!!1!!! _____________________ 111!'1 __ ■ 
beginning a Newsletter for a well 
respected organization. call 862-1972 or 
stop by the AIEXEC office in room 5 of 
McConnell for more information . · 
REALWORLD- Finding Field Experience. 
So forth they foray to find the Field 
Experience Foyer. Felicitously, at that 
very moment fanciful Franny, donning 
her finest frippery, is flouncing out to find 
Field Experience too. "What is Field 
Experience?" 'she queries? 
Typists are the nicest people around 
when they put a gun to your head. 
To Mike Livernois:(On 3 / 3 / 83) Happy 
20th Birthday! Have fur.! Your roommate, 
Marc. 
Karen Johnson is stealing our blue pens. 
Hey Paula, what's up? Blowin off stat's-
not too good. The food and company was 
the best though. Love ya lots hun. Me! 
What do you mean who? 
R. Sedler- Please know that my feeling 
towards you have not changed, I will 
always feel the same, but until I get an 
indication other wise I am going to remain 
silent for fear that I am making you 
uncomfortable. Your forever fan. 
You know that things would get done a lot 
quicker if people didn't stand over my 
shoulder. 
Karen Johnson is nosey. 
KK and OOCH--They have it good over in 
Ethiopia, at least they get bread ratons. 
Here in "Cambridge we're waiting .. . And 
Stephen--You realize you are controlling 
our key to happrness ... can't wait for 1: 15 
am . Yupe--Leslie. 
Karen Johnson is glad she came into work 
today so she could get all these personals. 
To all the Delta Zeta " Pledges" . Get ready 
for bids night . This is the second one you'll 
never forget! Love the sisters 
Karen Johnson doesn't like personals 
with her name in them . ----..._ 
Hi Ed . Carol 
(603) 868-2060 
Walk-In Service 
Shear Kreations _ of Lee 
Circle 
ABOVE THE DRUG STORE 
Mon-Sat. 9-5 
Thurs .. Nights Until 8 PM 
Rte. 125 
Lee Circle. N.H. 03824 
FULL FAMILY HAIR SERVICE 
-shampoo, cut, blow dry & conditioner-short 
hair $7.00 
-extra long hair $ 8.50 
-perms- one price $ 25 .00 
curly-body-directional 
w / precision cut 
-l01ig hair perms w / cut $ 30.00 
- U ni-Perm-Redken-Realistic-Zoto-Helene 
Curtis for Men, Women and children 
WE PICK THE BEST FOR YOUR 
HAIR 
·2 
• St . George's 
Shop-
Thrift 
Main St. ~ham 
clearance 01 winter clothlna 
prices drastically reduced 
Reopening March 10th for consignment of 
Spring and Summer clothing 
i: -Clean, in style and in good condition. 
..,. _____ Dr. Lewis E. Palosky, __ 
Optometrist 
• EYES EXAMINED, GIASSES Fn'l'ED 
·• CONTACT LENSES: 
• no obligation free in-office trial 
• 90 day 100% refundable fee 
• "Extended ~ear" lenses ava1lable 
----~ye contact unlimi ___ ------1 
• Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM · 
123 Market Street, in Jhe Old ·Harbor District 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (60.1) '436-tZOO 
The UN H Celebrity Series presents 
-ACl'ING. 
COMPANY 
ON TOUR FOR THE 
JOHN F, KENNEDY CENTER 
John Houseman 
Producing Artistic 
Director 
Michael Kahn, 
Alan ·schneider 
Artistic Directors 
Margot Harley 
Executive Producer 
Tour made possible, in part, by a grant from 
(conoco) 
-Twelfth Night-
8 p.m., Wednesday, March 9 
Johnson Theater, Durham, NH 
. Senior citizens & NH students $5 
UN H faculty/ staff $6, general $7 
all tickets at the door $7 
Memorial Union Ticket Office 862-2290 
Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Women swimmers 
place 4th in N.E.'s 
Buoyed by strong pertor-
, mances in the butterfly events, 
the UNH women's swimming 
team placed a respectable 
fourth in the New England 
Championships at Springfield 
College on Sunday. 
Boston College took first 
place in the 17 team 
competition with a point total 
of 724 with Maine (630.5) and 
Springfield (564) following in 
second and third place, 
respective I y. 
UNH Emily Cole came up 
with three first place 
performances, while teammate 
Martha Clohisy also took a 
first. 
Cole set a team record in the 
50 freestyle (24.89) while taking 
the top spot. Cole also finished 
first in the I 00 butterfly Ann 
Sullivan placed in the fourth 
spot. 
In the 200 butterfly, UNH 
dominated again, taking four 
spots in the top ten. First was 
Clohisy in a time of 2: I 0. 7. 
Following her were: Sullivan .. 
(6th), Melissa Lawrence (7th) 
and Katie Kelley (10th). 
The Wildcats also took four 
of the top five spots in the 50 
butterfly. Cole to9k second in 
27.48, and was followed in 
quick succession by Sullivan, 
Mary Ellen Claffey and 
Clohisy. 
In addition, the UNH relay 
teams took third place in both 
the 400 and 800 freestyle relay. 
· UNH's Anne Lowrie placed 
event and eighth 1n the · o·ne 
meter competitiori. 
competition. 
The Wildcats will take their 
3-6 record to Long Beach, Cal., 
for the nationals March 16-19. 
-HOOP-
< continued from page 20) 
UNH's conference record is 
now 7-2and 14-11 overall while 
Maine's conference record 
improved to 6-4. 
Johnson -Hardware has part time 
~ openings. 
~xperience in hardware sales 
required. _'l[f 
Call Mrs. White 742-2028 for interviews 
-HOCKEY-
< continued from page 20) 
north ot the Hoston Uarden. 
UNH's Pearson who has been 
nothing short of sensational, 
continued in his groove, 
gathering 42 saves. Over the 
last four games, Pearson has 
stopped 152 shots, and allowed 
seven goals. 
"It's obviously a big load off 
our shoulders to have home 
ice," said Pearson. "We haven't 
won anything yet though, and 
it's time to set new goals." 
"It was our typical visit to 
Snively," said Yale coach Tim 
Taylor. "I thought we picked it 
up in the second period, 
partially because they toned 
down. With goaltending like 
that, and the way tlley·re 
playing, I feel badly for any 
team coming in here for the 
playoffs." 
- Tonight's game with 
Northeastern marks the final 
regular season game for the 
·cats. The last time the two 
clubs met, eight players were 
ejected. With home i~e in hand, 
it would be nice to get out of 
Northeastern arena alive. 
The quarterfinal games will 
be this Friday and Saturday at 
7:30 p.m. The format will be as 
follows: If one of the teams 
wins both games, that team will 
advance to the Boston Garden 
for the semi-finals. If each team 
wins a game, a ten minute 
overtime (mini-game) will 
immediately follow Saturday 
night's game. If there's still no 
winner, a sudden deat·h period 
will be played. 
OPENING SOON! 
BAGELS BAKED FRESH .DAILY 
Cinnamon-
Raisin 
Whole 
Poppy 
Onion 
Wheat 
Bagel sandwiches, Desserts, 
Specials, and morel 
_Salt 
Plain 
Garlic 
Durham Shopping Center 868-1424 
Track captain O'Rega~ 
finishes in the money 
By T.J. Reever 
The echoing sound of the 
starting gun rings through the 
Paul Sweet Oval as six athletes 
explode out of the starting 
blocks. The sprinters fly down 
the short straight as they 
prepare to lunge for the 
finishing tape. The race is a 
dose one, but . after the dust 
settles and the crowd quieted, 
placing third with another 
consistant effort is UNH track 
captain, Rob O'Regan. 
Placing first hasn't exactly 
been a way of life for O'Regan, 
but placing second or thin.I am.I 
contributing to the team has. 
Being a team leader seems to 
come naturally to O'Regan. 
"Being captain really isn't· 
that much different," said 
O'R~gan. "It's not like I have to 
go to mid-field for a coin toss or 
anything. Basically, all I d~ is 
talk to guys." 
His teammates and his coach 
both speak highly of O'Regan. 
"Rob _is a hard worker and 
he's always at practice," said 
head coach Jim Boulanger. 
O'Regan grew up in 
Atkinson, N.H., where he 
attended Timberlane Regional 
High School. He was state 
champion in the sixty-yard 
dash his junior year and he 
Men skiers 
finish 
fourth 
By Dierdre Lynch 
The UNH men's ski team 
skied to a fourth place finish in 
the Division I Eastern 
IntercolJ.giate Ski Champion-
ships, hosted by Middlebury 
College, this past weekend. 
Vermont won the meet with 
a four event total of 452 points. 
Their nearest competitor was 
Middlebury, 72 points behind 
them. 
The UNH and Dartmouth 
squads battled for third 
position. Despite the solid 
efforts of the UNH squad, 
Darmouth 's three top ten 
finishers in the slalom event 
enabled them to finish in third 
place. 
The two day meet started 
with the giant slalom event he~d 
at Pico Peak. Senior Dave 
Kent came through with an 
exceptional second run effort 
to finish in 6th place. Kent, the 
alpine captain, was in. 15th 
place after the first run. 
Russ Dearborn was UNH's 
second scorer with a 18th place 
finish. Third scorer was Chris 
Johnson coming in 30th place. 
Teammates Brian Dewsnap 
and Willy Wescott followed 
closely in 3 I st and 32nd place, 
respectively. 
In the 15 kilometer cross 
country race, UNH pulled 
together their best team 
performance, placing all five 
skiers in the top twenty. Mike 
Hussey led the UNH pack with 
a 5th place finish. He was 
followed by Eric Hastings in 
7th place, Brendon Sullivan in 
11th place, Steve Poulin in 14th 
and Doug Gardner in 19th 
place. 
Prior to the race UNH had 
Rob O'Regan 
went on to win the Tri-States 
also. His senior year he . was 
state champion in the I 00-yard 
dash. 
The transition from high 
school competiton to college 
can be difficult for many 
athletes. 
"I remember my first meet. It 
was against UConn and 
Army," said O'Regan. "I got 
blown out by this guy 
nicknamed the Louisiana 
Flash. I remember feeling like I 
never wanted to run again." 
Through teammate support 
and love of the sport, O'Regan 
was able to survive that 
humbling experience in his 
college debut. He's gone on to 
have four very productive years 
of varsity track and field. 
"I have no high expectations 
about my running. I just enjoy 
it," said O'Regan. "I think 
that's what the UNH program 
is all about. There are no 
scholarships, so you have to 
enjoy it." 
''I look at track as a team 
sport,'' 1.:::lid O'Regan. "A lot of 
people don't see it that way, but 
I do. When you win, you share 
that. When you lose or bomb 
out, you don't feel quite so bad 
because you share that. The 
guys on the team are great. I've 
really enjoyed being part of the 
team." 
When asked about what he 
wanted to do after graduation, 
O'Regan smiled and said, 
"Being a sprinter, it would be 
difficult to go out and hit the 
road race · circuit. I wouldn't 
mind getting into the coaching 
end of it someday. 
"Being an English major, I 
guess I want to see what I can 
do with that too, but-I will miss 
the track." 
Senior Shelly O'Connor fires out of the start in her last college 
carnival ski race. UNH placed sixth in the Eastern Collegiate Ski 
Championships. (Deidre Lynch photo) 
three skiers, Hussey, Sullivan, 
and Poulin, qualify for the 
NCAA National Champion-
ships. In a last ditch effort, 
Hastings needed nothing less 
than a 7th place finish to 
qualify for the Nationals. The 
sophomore, went out and did 
exactly as he had to do, skiing 
to his best college career finish, 
in 7th place. 
UNH sends it's best X-C 
showing to the Nationals, with 
four skiers qualifying. 
In the slalom event, Russ 
Dearborn, UNH's most 
consistent slalom skier placed 
11th. Scoring second and tbird 
for the team was Brian 
Dewsnap in 23rd place and 
Chris Johnson in· 24th place. 
Scoring in the top twenty 
throughout the season, Kent 
and Dearborn have clinched a 
qualifying spot in both the 
giant slalom and slalom events 
at the nationals. 
In the X-C 7.5 km relay the 
combination of Sullivan, 
Poulin and Hussey placed third 
behind Vermont and Middle-
bury. The trio missed a second 
place finish by 12 seconds. 
X-C coach Cory Schwartz 
said, "We skied 100 percent and 
they just skied faster. It will be a 
different story at the 
Nationals." 
Senior Theresa Redmond led UNH in scoring Sunday with 26 
points. However, the Wildcats lost to Fairfield. (Carolyn 
Blackmar photo) 
UNH women cagers 
upended by Fairfield 
The UNH women's basket- stayed-the course at 53 percent. 
ball team could not overcome a UNH scored just nine field 
horrendous second half against goals in the second half and at 
Fairfield Sunday, losing their one point went IO minutes 
first game of the year against before connecting a field goal. 
New England competition 85- On the Fairfield end, the 
71. .,, Lady Stags countered UNH's 
The Lady Stags·' Katrina sagging defense on Fields with 
Fields was the principle reason the outside shooting of Carolyn 
Fairfield stopped UNH's seven Hodges. She popped in 15 
game winning streak. points. 
The Fairfield center High scorer for UNH was 
dominated the inside scoring 2) Theresa Redmond, who ended 
points and hauling down e!ght the regular seaso~ in high style 
rebounds. with 26 points and eight 
Fields knocked in nine of her rebound.s. Kelly Butterfield 
team's final 14 points in the last chipped in with 16 points. 
five minutes of the first half to The Wildcats finished the 
turn a 27-22 Wildcat lead into a regular season at 20-7 and will 
halftime-ending deficit of 36- probably be the top seed in the 
35. ECAC Championships on 
Things went from bad to March 11-12. UNH may also 
worse in the second half, as receive an at-large bid to the 
UNH shot a pathetic 26 percent NCAA playoffs. 
from the floor while Fairfield 
SPORTS SHORTS 
Hockey tickets 
Tickets for this weekend's hockey playoff action at Snively 
Arena will go on sale at the athletic ticket office tomorrow at 
noon. 
All season ticket holders and students with athletic I D's will 
be able to purchase one ticket from noon until 8 p.m. Tickets 
cost $6 for reserved, $5 for general admission and $3 for 
students with athletic ID's. . 
The ticket office wil also be open on Thursday from 9 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Any leftover tickets will be sold from 6:30-8:30 
Thursday night to the general public. 
woDlen 's hockey 
The UNH Women's Hockey team will host the fir_st 
University cup competition Sunday, March 13 at 7.p.m. m 
Snively Arena. The U niversi.ty C~p has been estabhshed to 
provide a postseason champ10nsh1p between the best teams 
from Canada and the United States. 
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Sports 
_UNH dumps Yale, 
to hoSt playoffs 
By Peter Clark 
By virtue of their 5-2 win 
over Yale Sunday at Snively 
Arena, the UNH Wildcats 
captured home ice for the 
quarterfinal round of the 
ECAC playoffs. Their 
opponent will be either RPI, 
Boston University, or Clarkson 
and tonight's games will 
finalize that. 
The Wil<ic-~t'- now 19-8-1 
overall, and 14-5-1 in the 
ECAC, will have a 50-50 
chance of playing BU or RPI if 
UNH wins their game tonight 
at Northeastern. For the sake 
of predictions, if the 'Cats 
should lose tonight, thier guest 
at Snively would most likely be 
Clarkson. 
As pas been the pattern at 
home lately, Sunday's game 
was over early. Four 
player slipped and fell at the 
UNH blue line, freshman Peter 
Herms advanced the puck to 
junior Scott Ellison, who in 
turn kicked it to a streaking 
Steensen. The Newark, 
Delaware native pulled the 
trigger from the right wing, and 
beat Yale goaltender Paul 
Tortorella along the ice to the 
far side. 
Then the Wild~ctt~ ~a vc a 
clinic on not wasting valuable. 
powerplay time, scoring just 
three seconds after a penalty to 
Tortorella. Credit sophomore 
Norm Lacombe for the goal 
and classmate David Lee for a 
well deserved assist, giving 
UN H its second goal. 
"We're playing with a lot of 
confidence," said UNH junior 
George White."I think 
everyone feels that we can beat 
anyone that comes in here." . unanswered first period goals 
gave the 'Cats a substantial 
cushion, enabling them to 
breeze to their 12th home 
victory, against four defeats 
and a tie. 
"What a nice feeling," said 
UNH coach Charlie Holt. 
"We're not traveling, we're 
home ... we've got it made." 
Two minutes later, UNH's 
Ellison, who has been nothing · 
short of a thorn in the side of 
Wildcat opponents, picked up ~ 
a Dan Forget rebound and put 
his club out in front 3-0. 
Scott Ellison beats the Yale goaltender for one of four first period goals. (Tim Skeer photo) 
UNH senior Craig Steensen 
got his second shorthanded 
goal of the year at 6:28 of the 
first period, to ignite the four 
goal outburst. When a Yale 
The scoring ended with less 
than a minute remaining in the 
opening period, when UNH's 
Steve Lyons combined with 
linemates Dan Potter and Paul 
Barton, giving Lyons his 42nd 
point of the season, and a 4-0 
lead. 
"Two or three weeks ago, we 
didn't know where we stood, 
and tonight we do," said UNH 
captain Forget. "It's a step 
towards the Boston Garden 
but there's room fo; 
improvement. Any time your 
goaltenoer has to make as 
many saves as Todd (Pearson) 
made, there's definitely room." 
In addition to an offensive 
display in the early going, the 
fans were indeed treated to 
som~ of ~th~ fi~est goal!ending 
HOCKEY, page 18 
Ferullo, Yale bound for Nationals 
By Ray Routhier 
UNH wrestlers, Lou Ferullo 
and David Yale, earned a trip 
to the NCAA's in Oklahoma 
City with strong performances 
in the New England Champ-
ionships this weekend at 
Boston University. 
Ferullo and Yale were just 
two of four UNH grapplers to 
reach the final round, helping 
the Wildcats to a 3rd place 
finish behind Boston 
University (101.5) and Boston 
College (74.25), respectively. 
U Mass, Maine, anc! Brown 
rounded out the field of 
competitors. 
Ferullo overcame BU's Ernie 
Millard in the finals, 8-5. "Lou 
had beaten Millard by 115 
points the week before," said 
UNH Coach Jim Urquhart. 
.. Millard learned what Lou's 
favorite moves were, and he 
worked hard getting ready, so it 
Cagers lose, 59-58 
ORONO,Me. - Maine's 
Jeff Cook hit four straight free 
throws in the final 28 seconds 
last night to give the Black 
Bears a 59-58 win over the 
UNH men's basketball team. 
The loss was the third in a 
row for the Wildcats and more 
importantly dropped UNH 
into a three way tie for first 
place in the ECAC North 
Atlantic conference with 
Boston University and Holy 
Cross. 
With 28 seconds remaining, 
UNH guard Robin Dixon drew 
the Wildcats within one of 
Maine on a layup, making the 
score 55-54. On that same play, 
Dixon( 17 points) scored the 
1502 point of his career making 
the 6 '3" senior the all time 
leading scorer in UNH history. 
However, the celebration 
was shortlived when Cook, 
who was fouled on the 
inbounds play, made two free 
throws to put Maine on top 57-
54. And Cook did it again 
seconds later, swishing two 
more free throws after drawing 
the offensive foul on UNH's 
Rodney Johnson. 
The Wildcats led Maine at 
the half 34-30. But in the 
second half UNH shot p~:)Orly, 
and was unable to score for the 
first five and a half minutes. 
Despite their cold start the 
Wildcats still held the 
advantage with 10:50 to go, 43-
38. 
In the next three minutes 
Maine scored seven straight 
points to jump on top 45-43. 
The last UNH lead was with 
seven minutes left on a Al 
McClain hoop. 
UNH's Dan Nolan chipped 
in wi!h IO points and seven 
rebounds on the night but 
fouled out with 2:05 left. Jeff 
Cross and Jeff Wheeler led 
Maine in scoring with 14 points 
each. Cross also had 19 
rebounds. 
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was a close match." 
Ferullo dominated his 
opponent for most of the 
match. He took his man down 
immediately, and controlled 
him well. Ferullo had a crucial 
takedown in the third period, 
giving him the 8-5 advantage, 
and the victory. 
Dave Yale beat UMass's 
John Butto, 8-2, to win the 167 
pound division. Yale was losing 
at the end of the first period. He 
came back quickly in the 
second, putting his opponent 
on his back for three points. 
· From there Yale just kept 
piling up points and completely 
outwrestled Butto. 
Over I 00 Division I schools 
will be represented at the 
National Championships in 
Oklahoma City, March 9, IO, 
11. "The competition will ·be 
very strong" said Urquart, 
"There are a lot of upsets, 
anyone who is really ready can 
win." 
Both Yale and Ferullo have 
shots at winning matches in the 
Nationals. "If they wrestle the 
~ay they're capable of," said 
Urquhart, "they could come 
back with All-American 
Honors." 
Nine of the IO UNH 
wrestlers placed fourth or 
better in their respective 
weightclasses. Freshman Neal 
Zonfrelli lost m the finals to 
BU's Todd Giles, in the 180 
pound class. Giles would be 
named the tournament MVP. 
Zonfrelli won his consolation 
match by pinning Joe 
Bellwood. 
Also reaching the finals from 
UNH was Doug Unger. Unger 
who destroyed his opponents in 
earlier rounds, by scores of22-0 
and 12-3, lost to the Terriers, 
Darren Taylor, 7-3 in the finals. 
Wildcat, Rick Berardino had 
a very strong showing in the 
tournament. The freshman 
placed third in the 142 pound 
class, and also won two awards; 
quickest pin ( l: I 0) and the 
most pins (4J, in the least 
amount of time. 
Others placing for UNH 
were: Dave Berube; fourth at 
the 134-pound class, Eric 
Foulds, fourth in the unlimited 
class, Colin Sullivan, fourth 
amoung 150 pounders and Ben 
Schwab, fourth in the 177 
' pound class. 
The Wildcats strong 
performance in the New 
Englands was a high note 
ending to a strong second half 
of the season. UNH's overall 
record was 6-8-1, 1-6 during the 
first semester, 5-2-1 during the 
second. 
"We had a lot of injuries that 
h4rt us early in the season," 
said Urquhart, "but we came 
back healthy and strong at the 
season's end." 
The UNH grapplers should 
have an extremely competitive 
team next season, since they are 
losing only two seniors. 
Urquhart has been recruiting 
some of the top wrestlers in the · 
area, trying to build the team 
for the future. 
Gymnasts 
dump URI 
The UNH women's gymnas-
tics team, the third ranked team· 
in the region, boosted their 
record to 11-0 last weekend by 
crushing the University of 
Rhode Island 176. 75 to 166.35. 
UNH's Diane Carlin 
successfully attempted several 
difficult exercises on her way to 
a career high 363 in the all 
around. Just behind Carlin in 
the all ar6und were teammates 
Laura Cavanaugh (35.85) and 
Lucia Cancelmo (35.65) to give 
the Wildcats an easy sweep in 
the event. 
Carlin was UNH's very own 
human highlight film against 
URI, taking first places in the 
vault, uneven bars and the floor 
exercises. Carlin was 
spectacular in the floor 
exercises, registering a 9 .4 in a 
tight routine that included a 
difficult double back. 
Coming in second in the 
floor exercises was UNH's 
Cancelmo (9.05) whiie 
Cavanaugh finished third (9.0). 
Carlin's firsts in the uneven 
bars and · the vault came with 
identical scorces of 9.25. 
Placing second in the bars was 
Cavanaugh (9.0) while UNH's 
Nancy Mccarrick took third 
(8.85). UNH was equally strong 
in the vault with Cavanaugh 
and Toby Kapp (9.1) the 
runners-up to Carlin and 
Cancelmo taking third (8.9). 
Both the Wildcats and the 
Rams were a little shaky on the 
balance beam, with five of six 
UNH gumnasts falling off the 
beam. However, Cancelmo 
stayed on during her entire 
routine to win the event with a 
9.0. 
UNH's final meet of the 
season will be Saturday at I 
p.m. when the Wildcats host 
Cornell. At stake will be UN H's 
19 meet winning streak. 
